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EMERGING ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPTS IN THE INFORMAL CITIES; 
CASE STUDY OF ISTANBUL 
SUMMARY 
 
Multi-layered informal city offers huge potential of appropriation, self-realization 
and interaction of different scale of spaces, activities and actors in the context of 
everyday life. Thus urban creativity is constituted when the inhabitants adjust 
themselves and blend into the complex environment. Moreover the fact is that 
informal settings provide a rich urban experience to the design professionals, 
observers and newcomers. Above all the design professionals, who are constantly 
stimulated and accordingly produce within this variety of urban challenges in the 
context of informality. Hence, this research focuses on how to correlate the 
architectural production and creativity with everyday life and urbanism in the 
informal cities. 
As the big cities are expanding even more with the forces of the globalization and 
concludes in complex cityscapes, new debates are ushering into contemporary 
urbanism and architecture, therefore contemporary growth and form of these cities 
and future possible aspects of design, architecture and urbanism must be examined 
above all in these built environments. In order to discover the new debates, 
understanding the discourses in the city theory under historical, socioeconomic and 
urbanism approaches is inevitable. Decomposition and restructuring the informal 
cities of today‟s will lead the study to discuss the main and evident differences of 
everyday life, design, architecture and urbanism process with the other world cities.  
Regarding the theoretical grounding of the informal cities, the artifacts will also be 
displayed and examined with the debates of identity, space and self-stimulation. In 
the pursuit of the objective, it is fundamentally critical comprehending the dynamics 
of the complex forms and informalities through reading the city, user, activities and 
integrity of all with monitoring them in order to understand the creative outcomes. 
Since these informal cities are the complex habitats hosting their austere habitants, 
actually are the capitals of problematic built environments; therefore the architecture, 
design and urbanism has principally an attitude of analytic responsive to their context 
rather than having normative concerns.  
Hence, as a living laboratory Istanbul is chosen to be the main case study. Observing 
and remapping of the everyday creativity, urbanism and interaction guides the study 
towards the discussion of the lessons to be learned from these specific cityscapes and 
their users in themeans of contemporary debate of new architectures and urbanisms.
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ENFORMEL KENTLERDEKĠ YENĠ MĠMARĠ YAKLAġIMLAR; PROJE 
ALANI OLARAK ĠSTANBUL  
ÖZET 
 
Enformellik insanın doğasıyla beraber yaşadığı her alanda ve mekanda mevcuttur. 
Kentler ve mimarlık söylemi, insanı ve yaşam ihtiyaçlarını kurgulamak veya 
formelleştirmek ve dolayısıyla tasarlanmış durumları sunmanın yollarını arar. Oysa 
ki kentli veya kullanıcı ihtiyaç duyduğunu yaratmanın yollarını her zaman enformel 
yöntemlerle aramış daha sonrasında bu ihtiyaç kent bağlamında genel bir olgu 
yarattığında da bu enformel durum kent düzeyinde formel hale getirilmiştir. Her 
tasarım, ölçeği ne olursa olsun gündelik bir ihtiyaçtan doğmaktadır.  
Yaşadığımız megakentler büyük nüfusları ve yoğun kentsel dokularıyla grift bir 
yapılaşmış kent ortamı sunmaktadır. Yapılan kent araştırmaları görece olarak daha 
planlı kentlerdeki dokunun diğerlerine göre daha fazla yönetilebilir ve planlanabilir 
bir yapı ortaya koyduklarını göstermektedir. Daha karmaşık kent dokusu ve 
yaşamına sahip diğer kentler, çok katmanlı ve karmaşık bir yapıya sahip olmanın 
yanısıra gündelik hayat bağlamında farklı mekan, kullanıcı ve aktivite ölçeklerinin 
tümünde geniş bir kişiselleştirme, kendini gerçekleme ve etkileşim olanağı 
sunmaktadırlar. Tam da bu nedenle kentsel yaratıcılık, kentlilerin bu karmaşık ve 
büyük ölçüde enformel ortama ayak uydurma ve onla uyum haline gelme sürecinde 
ortaya çıkmaktadır. Ayrıca salt kullanıcılara değil, enformel kent ortamı tasarım 
profesyonellerine, gözlemcilere ve yeni gelenlere oldukça verimli bir kentsel, mimar 
ve tasarım tecrübesi ve etkileşimi sağlamaktadır. Her şeyden önce bu tür olağandışı, 
düzensiz ve beklenmedik durumlardan ya da kısacası enformellikten beslendikleri ve 
bu kentin kendi iç dinamiklerinin çeşitliliği ekseninde ürettikleri göz önüne alınınca 
tasarımcılar için çok üretken bir ortam oluşturmaktadır. Bu bağlamda „Enformel 
Kentler‟ küreselleşmenin gücüyle büyümeye devam ettikçe daha da karmaşık kent 
mekanlarına dönüşmekte ve böylece bu kentler bağlamında farklı mimarlık ve 
şehircilik pratiklerinin ve söylemlerinin oluşmaya başladığı söylenebilir. Bu güncel 
büyüme ve gelişme durumunun mevcut ve gelecekteki kent ve mimarlık söylemi 
üzerindeki etki incelenmesi kaçınılmaz hale gelmiştir. Bu yeni mimarlık söylemlerini 
anlamak için özellikle hızla büyüyen karmaşık megakentlerde ortaya çıkan yeni 
şehircilik ve mimarlık yaklaşımlarını incelemek gerekmektedir. Bu bağlamda 
enformel olma kavramının yaratıcılıkla olan ilişkisi, karmaşık kentsel mekana sahip 
„Enformel Kent‟ söyleminin küresel ve bölgesel olarak kavramsal bağlamda 
anlamak,  öte yandan gündelik yaşam, mimarlık ve şehircilik üçlüsünü ana eksenine 
alan yaklaşımlar açısından karşılaştırılmalı olarak araştırılmış ve yorumlanmıştır.  
Bu çerçevede, tezin amacı, öncelikle bu tür yoğun enformel kentlerdeki gündelik 
hayat ve şehircilik bağlamında, bu kent mekanlarındaki yaratıcılık potansiyeliyle 
mimarlık ve kentsel aktivitelerinin ilişkisinin ele alınmasıdır. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
According to the survey of Urban Age program, in 1900‟s only 10% of world 
population was living in the cities in 2007 it was around 50%, according to 
projections in 2050 75% of the overall population will be living in the cities, with a 
huge increase in overall number of world population. And all these will take place, 
here in our cities especially in the megacities. This is nothing but the time of the 
cities. (Burdett & Sudjic, 2008) 
As the new century has brought the attention towards agglomeration in the 
megacities, it is clear that the 21
st
 century will be an urban century. The much of the 
urbanization will take place in the global South, the cities which are already defined 
as places of hyper-growth. Theorists that discuss this urban era, depict that there is 
ecology of globalization (Alsayyad & Roy, 2006) which is essentially a hierarchy of 
cities. The urban condition of developing megacities from Third World Countries 
have almost nothing common of the urban condition that of First World cities as 
Sassen described these as Global Cities (Sassen, 2001). It is a fact that in the 
megacities of Third World Cities; so called global South, which are rapidly 
developing and growing cities with no proper planning and coordination of urban 
life, architecture and urbanism is carried in its own nature. Thus the urban theory is 
shifting towards a new era; Third World City urbanization; informal development. 
In the beginning of the 1980‟s informality was a very popular topic among scholars, 
focused on the economic dimension of emergences but rarely touched the social, 
cultural and spatial issues. Moreover the initial interest for the topic seemed to have 
rather disappeared after the times of ongoing globalization. Until now contributions 
feature similar problems as the pioneer works and remain mostly descriptive and do 
not analyze or try to understand the dynamics. For this reason, the purpose of this 
research is to narrow the study which is in a vast research field, to the level of 
comprehending and displaying the hidden nature of informality and urban life as 
emergences, creativity and architecture. 
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Therefore research is aiming to understand the dynamics of informality, its 
contributions to creativity, resourceful interaction of its actors and outputs in the 
megacities on the global South. Informality in urbanism with its architectural 
responses has recently being discussed among the scholars in big cities of global 
South; Caracas, Mumbai, Jakarta, Cairo…etc. Regarding the researches that are 
being held on these cities, it can be concluded in entering a new paradigm of theory 
of urbanism as well as architecture especially in these spatial settings. Hence it is 
crucial in the research, along with the 21
st
 century, bringing a new aspect to the city 
theory with an architectural point of view and being able to discuss Istanbul within 
those informal cities also and to compare the urban and architectural dynamics with 
the other megacities of this globalization era.  
1.1 Purpose of the Thesis 
In the research main purpose is to prevail what in the way of systematic knowledge 
of these informal structures we now have and know, what the crucial and fruitful 
hypotheses for future researches are and who urban actors that shape these 
contemporary urban situations are. 
1.2 Methodology of the Thesis 
The reason to choose for such a vast research aim is for the benefit of a holistic 
approach; with the help observations and mapping the complex data. Hence in this 
framework Istanbul will be the case study of the research, essential propositions and 
observations will be done for the city in order to identify its contemporary urban and 
architectural debates and positions, with the final aim of bringing altogether the 
already available research materials and presumptive evidences for the shift in 
architectural design in Informal cities.  
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2.  THE THEORY; TOWARDS THE NEW CITYSCAPES 
It is an inevitable consequence that with the globalization economical, spatial and 
social scale of the cities is drastically altered. After World War II, acceleration of the 
capitalist institutions which organized global productions and markets for their own 
benefits, gave form of the cities of today (Friedmann and Wolff, 1982).  With this 
new urban condition, the critical issue of the urban life and social negotiation with an 
acceleration of development in cityscape is theoretically discussed in various 
approaches. Those theoretical frameworks are mostly originated in North American 
and European cities, especially searching for development and planning model for 
the rest of the world. But it is a fact that in the big cities of rapid developing 
countries with no proper planning and coordination urban life is carried within 
another language. Especially the developing Third World Countries, which host the 
most populated megacities, are not necessarily among the Global City concept as 
Sassen described (Sassen, 2001) or its urban condition but among their own special 
circumstances called „global South‟. As Roy renders this fact as;  
“The cities of global South, when visible in urban theory, are usually assembled 
under the sign of under-development, that last and compulsory chapter on „Third 
World Urbanization‟ in the urban studies textbook. They are the megacities, bursting 
at the seams, overtaken by their own fate of poverty, disease, violence and toxicity” 
(Roy, 2009). 
 
Thus the new urban condition of given territory enables the urban theory shifting 
towards a new era; Third World Urbanization. This has drawn the discussion of the 
urban studies that urban future lies no more beneath Chicago or Los Angeles but 
instead in Third World cities like Rio de Janeiro, Mumbai or Istanbul.  Because of 
the duality of „global cities versus megacities‟, Roy (2005) notes that; “this is simply 
an issue of the appropriateness of Euro-American ideas for Third World cities”.   
As mentioned above the habit of applying the First World models to Third World 
cities is a persistent practice and strongly held in all scales of the urban and 
architectural studies. With the massive effect globalization and unstoppable urban  
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growth, Third World cities and city life is rapidly changing and as architects and 
urban planners practicing in such built environments, it‟s fundamental to monitor and 
reflect this urban language of frictions to the actual design process.  
Hence now is critical time to locate urban theory in this rapid developing geography 
first, then to learn how to deal, design in / for this unique circumstance. In this 
chapter this paradigm shift in the urban theory and the new cityscapes of the urban 
theory will be unfolded. 
2.1 Informality 
Informal / adjective 
 having a relaxed, friendly, or unofficial style, manner or nature, 
 (of dress) casual; suitable for everyday wear,  
 denoting the grammatical structures, vocabulary, and idiom suitable to 
everyday language and conversation rather than to official or formal contexts,  
 (of economic activity) carried on by self-employed or independent people on 
a small scale , especially unofficially or illegally. 
Informality / noun 
 relaxed, friendly, or unofficial style or nature; absence of formality. 
(Oxford English Dictionary, 1998) 
The term „informal‟ entered public vocabulary in the early 1970s largely through the 
work of economist Keith Hart. Hart derived the concept while doing field research in 
Ghana, where he observed that contrary to unemployment statistics most Ghanians 
had work, only it was not officially documented (Fabricius, 2011). The term quickly 
came to be used to designate all unregulated activities by various artists, theorists, 
and architects since then. The term is articulated with distinctive terminology and 
theories as Complexity, Chaos Theory, Emergence and Production of Knowledge. 
Informality is also being widely challenged and used as a reference in various 
professions; principally in urban studies but in architecture, design, art and 
engineering as well.  
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As one of the leading structural engineers, Cecil Balmond mentions informality as a 
key term in his structural designs; in any scale of structure in each case of 
intervention juxtaposition that causes rhythm, dynamics of structure and hierarchy 
ends in what Balmond (2002) calls “overlapping, surprising and ambiguous answers 
arise..., I call this template of ideas informal.”. Balmond (2002) describes formal as 
“Platonic ideal reduced to a set of rules.” where informal is “The non-linear 
characteristics of design”. According to Balmond, in the informal there are no 
distinct rules, no fixed patterns to be copied; it is more an opportunity for further 
ambiguities and impulses. In his structural designs informality was one of the key 
concepts of research, as the buildings have various systems or natures the 
methodology was same; understanding the nature of informality. Balmond used 
different techniques and tools in order to maintain the hidden nature of the aesthetics 
of the structures and blending these dynamics into a single stability.  
“The characteristics of the informal are not isolated and separated but have degrees 
of interdependence... Informal characteristics are initiation points for design” 
(Balmond, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 2.1 : Sketches from the book „Informal‟ (Balmond, 2002)  
Informality in architectural theory was introduced with the vernacular architecture; 
that studies the structures made by empirical builders without the intervention of 
professional architects (Rudofsky, 1965). There exist many areas of non-professional 
architectural practice, from primitive shelter in distant communities to urban 
adaptations of building types that are differentiated from one country to another. 
Thus „informal architecture‟ has its roots in vernacular, primitive architecture or 
better; architecture without architects.  
It is in fact used as a shortcut for several different practices and theories on primitive 
architecture; indigenous architecture; ancestral or traditional architecture; folk,  
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popular, or rural architecture; ethnic architecture or ethno-architecture; informal 
architecture; the so-called anonymous architecture or non-pedigree architecture 
(Rudofsky, 1965).  
The term of informality is also inspired numerous design professionals in 
contemporary culture of media, art, space and architecture. As the term carries 
variety meanings of spontaneity, casualty and ordinary many research has been done 
in order to understand those informal moments and physicalities, also the inspirations 
that are aroused by looking at its own dynamics. The ordinary life in a city, of a 
citizen was brought into cultural studies by early 1960s by Lefebvre (1968), Debord 
(1957) and later by de Certeau (2002).  
In the conceptualization of informality regarding urban life and architecture; 
everyday life, situation, tactics and strategies are key notions in order to understand 
the dynamics of the emergence in these fields. Tactics and strategies as Certeau 
(2002) described in “The Practice of Everyday Life” are the crucial terms for the 
basis urban informality, describes the essentials for to survive and self-service. These 
tactics and strategies are based on situations, which is represented with the seminal 
work of Guy Debord and colleagues. The situation articulated as the most important 
feature of the city, in „Situationist City‟. Sadler (1998) describes that from its official 
inception from 1957 to its self-dissolution in 1972, the avant-garde collective and 
political cell that constituted itself as the Situationist International (SI) generated a 
remarkable and extremely heterogeneous body of work which undertook an 
interrogation of the role of cultural production in post-war western consumers 
culture. Guy Debord called "the realization of philosophy," and the Situationist's 
vision of a "unitary urbanism" was their main project. Sadler notes that it was in 
unitary urbanism which leads to Situationist City that the SI initially found what 
seemed as a reasonable model for its aesthetic praxis, a creative reconceptualization 
of the city that was at once a negation and realization or art (Sadler, 1998).  
“This new vision of time and space which will be the theoretical basis of future 
constructions is not yet fully developed and will never be until experimentation with 
patterns of behavior has been undertaken in the cities reserved for this very purpose, 
cities which contain - in addition to the facilities necessary for a minimum of 
comfort and security - buildings charged with great evocative powers and symbolic 
edifices representing desires, forces and events past, present and to come. A rational 
expansion of old religious systems of old tales and above all of psychoanalysis to the 
benefit of architecture becomes increasingly urgent as all the reasons for becoming 
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impassioned disappear…” („The Theory of the Dérive‟ Guy Debord, in “Situationist 
International Anthology”, Ken Knabb, 1992) 
 
Figure 2.2 : Situationist City (Sadler, 1998) 
The new ideas for the city attempt to avoid any sort of urban "fixity," is a vision of 
the city in permanent temporal and physical transformation, a sort of nomadic 
metabolism (Figure 3.4). Based on the assumption that a city conceived in its 
entirety, as one massive process of drift would as such provide the ideal environment 
for the dérive, the SI imagined a nomadic metropolis engaged in a continual and 
active process of construction and decay (Sadler, 1998). These concepts are also 
valid for the cities of today, contemporary informal environments which are 
sustained process of self-construction and self-abolition.  
2.1.1 Relocating the urban discourse  
“Informality as a way of urbanization 
  Informality as complex urban pattern 
  Informality as a design opportunity 
  Informality as architecture of emergence” 
 
Today understanding the city formation and its dynamics connecting to the 
architectural production in this context has reached a substantial paradox, despite the 
fact that the theories of urban formations and functioning originated in the developed 
world, the urban transformation with rapid space productions of the 21
st
 century is 
proceeding especially within the megacities of the developing world. Despite the 
origins of the preexisting discourses, the phenomenal growth of cities around the 
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Third World in the last four decades indicates that the urban future does not lie in 
Chicago or Los Angeles. Instead, the discourse is shifting to cities situated in Third 
World, emerging as a new paradigm for understanding of urban culture. To conclude, 
one important characteristic of these places is that „new‟ forms of urban informality 
are replacing older modes of urbanism that challenge the relevance of previous 
thinking about „blasé‟ urbanites (Roy & AlSayyad, 2004). 
Many significant urban transformations of the new century are taking place in the 
developing world but among them „Informality‟ is the key theme. Urban Informality 
is seen as the „problem‟ of only the developing world but it is also problem of the 
cities in developed world today. Immigrations, immense urban growth and 
economical revolution is also giving shape of the „planned world‟ these days, 
therefore informality can be also traced in those global cities. Roy notes “informality 
once associated with poor squatter settlements, is now seen as a generalized mode of 
metropolitan urbanization.” (Roy, 2005). For this reason, it is crucial to understand 
its reflections in the spatial, social and design aspects. 
Ever since the concept of the informal was initiated, it was appropriated by a variety 
of disciplines from computer sciences to economy, started to address the variety 
dimensions and scale from different angles. Within architecture and urbanism, there 
was considerable interest in the informal city but principally that of informal 
housing, informal spaces and informal economy etc. Different disciplines and 
theoretical perspectives led to different perceptions of the roots of informality and to 
different policy and planning responses. However, the emphasis of strategies to deal 
with the informal became almost exclusively focused on socio-economic and 
political-institutional dimensions: the spatial aspect increasingly faded away. This 
emerging international architectural and urban design debate on self-made informal 
cities is ushering into academic discussion as well as architects in practice 
simultaneously in all megacities all around the world including Istanbul.  
The term is defined as the marginal, nonstandard, and unofficial. Roy explains the 
informality “as a mode of urbanization” (Roy, 2005) and along with Nezar AlSayyad 
they used the term as “urban informality to indicate an organizing logic, system of 
norms that governs the process of urban transformation itself” (Roy & AlSayyad, 
2004). Roy is also mentioning the phrase of De Soto (1989) from his book of The 
Other Path; “informal economy is the people‟s spontaneous and creative response to 
the state‟s incapacity to satisfy the basic needs of the impoverished mess.” According 
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to Geetam Tiwari informality is “outside the official, legal or planned but it is 
certainly not a synonym for criminality which is simply illegal” (Tiwari, 2007) 
On the other hand, general framework has shared the view that while the informal 
was associated with a set of problematic socio-spatial conditions, it also defined an 
area of resourcefulness and creativity, which policy makers and planners could both 
learn from as well as enhance. In this research, informality is used as a way of 
urbanization and spatialization causing metropolitan expansion with a complex 
hybridity which contains any insurgent production of urban function, form and 
activity. Informality is not a frame of a situation but as a man-made artifact that is 
also serving as a rich system of knowledge, perception and behavior concerning not 
only having the right of citizenship but also simply the everyday life. Hence, 
informal city is not seen as a final product of a failure to be operated immediately, 
but rather a process that has generated in time by the hand of both state and 
individuals. As mentioned above, informality is a mode of urbanization with its 
social, spatial and cultural aspects.  
Within this framework, this research is trying to reveal the hidden grammar of this 
urban friction which has inserted a layer of creativity, emergence and insurgence in 
the daily life and physical environment by multiple urban actors. The aim of 
understanding this as a layer of creativity, „urban aura‟, reveals the symbiotic relation 
of the design professionals, cityscape, everyday activities and the other urban actors.  
2.1.2 Informality as a Way of Life 
“Cities are amalgams of buildings and people. They are inhabited settings from 
which daily rituals – the mundane and the extraordinary, the random and the staged - 
derive their validity. In the urban artifact and its mutations are condensed 
continuities of time and place.” (Spiro Kostof, The City Shaped, 1993, pg.16) 
 
“The city is basically a human association, a mode of human group life” (Wirth, 
1938). 
The most distinctive characteristic of the informal cities is the speed of the 
development. Today development of the cities is challenged by all sorts of 
disciplines in the urban arena, aiming to foresee and have a control of this situation. 
This moment of crisis was also hot topic in early twenties, with the growing 
concentration of industrialization in the city life. Today with the similar globalization  
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winds, this paradigm is shifted towards informal urbanites in the megacities. Half of 
the world‟s population is living in the cities and this number is increasing every 
second, altering the cityscapes and interaction of the urbanites drastically. In 
Aristotle‟s Politics it was already indicated and it is valid also today; in a settlement 
if the number of the inhabitants is increasing beyond certain limit, this will have an 
effect on the relationships between them and the character of the settlement. There is 
a need for urban professionals to accept that informality is in fact a new mode of 
urbanism, that the majority of the global population is now „informal‟ rather than 
„formal. As Alsayyad and Roy (2005) indicate, urban informality is an organizing 
logic, a mode of urbanization. This theory is actually rooting back in the seminal 
work of Louis Wirth then who described urbanism as characteristic mode of living in 
1938, with the shifting winds of industrialization and modernization. Wirth (1938) 
states in his article of “Urbanism as a way of Life” the rapid development of the 
cities as;  
“The urbanization of the world, which is one of the most impressive facts of modern 
times, has wrought profound changes in virtually every phase of social life” (Wirth, 
1938). 
Not only the spatial organizations of the settlements are changed due to the big urban 
revolution caused by industrialization and modernism, but also the ways of lives 
have significantly changed. The urbanization is not emerging only as the process in 
which outsiders are drawn and merged into a city or capitalist economies spatial 
transformation triggering the new spatial revolution but it is also drawing the way of 
interacting of urbanites to its institutions, services and infrastructure efficiently and 
creating variety of interactions among themselves as the form in urban way of living 
which is simply concludes in the notion of urbanism.  
Wirth‟s urbanism shouldn‟t be confused with physical and spatial processes of 
urbanization but the reason the central issue in studying the city was to discover “the 
forms of social action and organization that emerge among individuals under these 
conditions of density, heterogeneity, anonymity” (Wirth, 1938). The large numbers  
of people mean great range of individual variation. Thus one aspect of the urbanism 
is its degree of heterogeneity of the population. As with rapid urbanization, 
heterogeneity was introduced into the cities more than ever, has broken down the 
rigid social structures, and increased mobility, instability and insecurity as Wirth  
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indicates (Wirth, 1938). Additionally the more number of individuals are 
participating in a process of interaction, the more differentiation emerges. Hence, 
heterogeneity brings also the variation and friction in the virtual segments of the 
social life.  
“Interaction is also another aspect or the urbanism way of life, comparing to rural 
settings in the cities people are more dependent upon more people for the 
satisfactions of their life needs.” (Wirth, 1938).  
Heterogeneity and quantity also brings the division of labor and specialization of 
occupations, which leads to extreme degree of interdependence and unstable 
equilibrium or urban life as Wirth suggests. But this diversity of huge numbers of 
population in a city actually brings the density and interaction which exert extreme 
potential for productivity in the complex social and spatial structures. Thus in 
complex spatial formations namely in the informal cities diversity, heterogeneity and 
productivity are in ultimate levels and besides the competition for space and „right to 
the city‟ is enormous. The city expansion gets uncontrollable when the population 
increases in vast numbers, consequently different parts of the city acquires different 
specialized functions and inhabitants. Wirth explains this resembling the city to “a 
mosaic of social worlds in which transition from one another is abrupt” (Wirth, 
1938). 
Combination of this various social structures, way of lives and spatializations 
compose multilayered realities and perspectives with sense of tolerance and rapid 
self-actualization. Wirth notes that these acts may be regarded as “prerequisites for 
rationality and which lead toward the secularization of life” (Wirth, 1938). 
Interacting with divergent number of individuals, spatial forms one actually accepts 
instability and insecurity in this world at large as a norm. This segregation finds its 
root in the virtue of differences in income, social status, education, origin, ethnicity 
…etc.  However, these fluid masses of divergent individuals that are detached from 
any organizational body and moving, deciding and acting freely comprise 
unpredictability and create the policy-making bodies of urban planning management 
even less controllable.  
As informality was with us since the beginning of the cities, formality was used in 
order to organize the social and spatial behavior of human beings. But if we consider 
formality having roots in modernity, AlSayyad remarks that informality then has its 
roots in liberalization (Roy & AlSayyad, 2004). He refers the current era of  
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liberalization and globalization should be seen as giving rise to a new form of 
informality, one with several key attributes. Roy & AlSayyad (2004) in regard to 
Wirth‟s seminal contribution, they sought the meaning and practice of urban 
informality, observing this phenomenon as a new way of living. Therefore in the next 
section those key attributes of urban „informality‟ and urban „informals‟ will be 
theoretically examined and unfolded.  
2.2 The Theorization of the 21st Century Cities: Urban Informality  
“Make a Whole Time Living Without Permission” 
Today megacities are consisted of a complex structure which is fed from each sector; 
formal and informal. If we search the ways of understanding the given statement that 
globalization creates new forms of informality and reconstitutes old forms of 
formality and informality, we need to redefine informality. The practices of urban 
informality have emerged in recent decades in a variety of Third World contexts in 
response to worldwide economic liberalization. Over the years, a fundamental shift 
has taken place with respect to the idea of „urban informality‟. In late 1960s the 
perspective of Chicago School towards Third World cities was challenged by 
scholars working in Latin America. Many terms coined in the field addressing the 
urbanites; urban poor, urban marginals, urban disenfranchised, within this framework 
they will referred as „informals‟ which is taken from Bayat‟s article in Urban 
Informality (2004). AlSayyad remarks, it is a fact that the current era of global 
restructuring has greatly increased the number of such people and it has led an 
explosion in the range of their activities (Roy & AlSayyad, 2004). However, 
informality should not be seen as social disorganization or anarchy. What is needed 
today in thinking about urban informality is a shift of analytic framework (Roy & 
AlSayyad, 2004).  
The revival of the urban discourse in the 21
st
 century especially in megacities and 
Global cities carried a disagreement on how to interpret contemporary urban 
landscape. From various approaches of today‟s cities, Alsayyad and Roy (2006) 
counts the considerable discourses; optimistic and critical. Optimistic discourse in 
general envisions that cities as arenas of livability, livelihood and social 
transformation. Cities are seen as the ambient of creative class and activities as well 
as serving as medium for interaction of variety of cultural practices. Campbell (2003) 
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distinguishes Latin American decentralization of governance indication of „quiet 
revolution‟ of democracy from national to urban scales. With the policies of neo-
liberalism, Harvey (2000) draws attention to the entrepreneurial redevelopment of 
cities (Alsayyad and Roy, 2006).  
The critical discourse according to Alsayyad and Roy (2006) sees emerging forms of 
urban citizenship as fragmented and splintered, constituted through gated enclaves 
and exclusionary spaces (Graham and Marvin, 2001). Academicians pursuing the 
rise of neo-liberalism, the free market ideologies of 1980‟s exhibit how the urban 
policies speed up the displacement of the urban poor (Mitchell, 2003). Roy 
summarizes the approaches until then about informality also into two frames; “one is 
of crisis and the other of heroism” (Roy, 2005). Crisis idea was meant for the 
hypergrowth urban formation and uncontrollable spatializations in the cities as well 
as the squatters and economical activities. Heroism is for the heroic entrepreneurship 
of the urban poor in the action of self-help.  
The critical term of „aestheticization of poverty‟ is one aspect that is deceiving the 
architects and urban planners gazing to these impoverished urban conditions. Roy 
states it as a gaze that looks toward a squatter settlement and sees in the original lines 
of beauty, the primitive organicism of the vernacular (Roy, 2004). With the 
awareness of this critical point of view this research is originated on considering 
informality as the mode of living in highly populated urban conditions with multiple 
constraints, trying to understand its own nature and dynamics and find appropriate 
intervention policies from architectural point of view, rather than seeing urban 
informality as „aestheticization of poverty‟ and finding ways of beautification the 
poor urban conditions.  
Thus, urban agglomerations are very often seen as lacking the features, quality and 
sense of what we think of as cities. Urban features that are already a „must‟ in the 
western world, doesn‟t exist in those built environments. Western concepts are 
actually not suiting those built environments, in the sense that those cities already 
have their own concepts. Sassen (2005) described these idea in those urban  
conditions with „Cityness‟ term suggesting the possibility that there are kinds of 
urbanity that do not fit with the large body of urbanism developed in the West. She 
notes in the Urban Age Conference 2005 as; 
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“I address this issue through the notion of non-cosmopolitan forms of the global, of 
globality and vernacular cosmopolitanism. But as the Urban Age moves from one 
city to another, from New York to Shanghai, this becomes a critical question. In 
Shanghai, many interventions seem to be destabilizing these very Western concepts. 
For example architect QinYu Ma argues that the Chinese city does not need public 
space because it makes public spaces that we might think of as private; bus shelters 
at night become a public space where people set up their tables to play cards. Clearly 
the notion of public space as we have developed it out of a Western European 
context might not help us read a city such as Shanghai, or perhaps even Mexico City, 
in ways that are very usefu.” (Sassen, 2005). 
 
In conclusion cities in the developing countries of Third World, they have their own 
unique style of urbanization, spatialization and management. These megacities also 
include many layers of informality thus composing a complex structure; with this 
chapter the main aim is to excavate these layers in order to unveil the logic of 
informality. Hence in this chapter, urban informality would be discussed under four 
sub-sections; Economy, Built Environment, Social Structure and Urban Management 
and their counterparts in urban informality; Informal Sector, Informal Housing, Civil 
Society, Self-Governance. 
2.2.1 Informal Sector; Economy 
In Latin America and the Caribbean, 60% of all employed work within the informal 
sector; in this area of the world, 4 out of every 5 new jobs are created within the 
informal sector. In Asia, informal employment as a proportion of the total urban 
employment accounted for one third in the 1960‟s, this increased to two-thirds by the 
1990‟s (UN Habitat, 2009). Urban informality does not consist of the activities of the 
poor or a particular status of labor or marginality. Rather it is an organizing logic, 
which emerges under a paradigm of liberalization (Roy & AlSayyad, 2004). 
Informality is strongly referenced to globalization and liberalization. In the age of 
globalised capital flow economies of the countries are being challenged in terms of 
income and competition of foreign sources.  
According to Gilbert (2004) liberalization entails reducing controls on imports, 
capital and foreign exchange to allow more goods, services and money to flow across 
national borders (Gilbert, 2004). This term also includes the social and political  
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change since liberalization is supposed to lead the democratization. From the 
economical perspective informality brings up the term; informal sector which simply 
means the activities that do not fit into formal sector of governmental employment. 
Those left out of the world of formality and found themselves in the informal sector, 
typically lack pension rights, social security cover, work contracts and environmental 
safety (Gilbert, 2004). It is very difficult to categorize people in such activity in 
informal sector since many people are working in both sectors; formal in the 
weekdays informal in the spare time. (Figure 2.1)  
The urban informality is embracing informal economical productions; working as a 
freelancer or independent as well as being a formal worker. Yiftachel‟s (2009) 
contemporary analysis of those living and working within the informal sectors 
identifies the urban informal population as being partially incorporated into the urban 
community, economy and space where these partially incorporated people are part of 
a growing urban informality (Yiftachel, 2009). 
 
Figure 2.3 : Street Traders in Eminönü. (by author) 
More examples may be given in order to monitor the actual economical situation of 
the urban informality. Many workers employed by formal enterprises, be that health 
sector or construction sector, have contracts, which exclude them from many of the 
privileges of formality. As casualization proceeds in the labor market, more and  
more formal workers are actually informal workers (Gilbert, 2004).  
Another important notion of urban informality is that mutual relation of the 
informal/formal. For instance street traders and garbage pickers are independent 
workers selling and collecting items that have been produced by formal enterprises 
or which will be used in the production of formal goods  (Gilbert, 2004). (Figure 2.2)  
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Generalizing the urban informality in megacities we observe that many formal sector 
workers do not live in formal sector housing, especially in Latin America, they live 
in the informal sector, which are self-help constructed settlements. So according to 
Gilbert (2004) all these examples carries questions  that urban planners, architects 
and other urban policy makers have been studying among these megacities: How 
formal is the formal sector manager hiring informal worker? How formal is the 
government worker travelling to work on an informal minibus? How formal is the 
elite household that employs domestic workers without using formal contracts? Who 
deals with urban informals in the workplace, on their way to work, or at home? 
 
Figure 2.4 : Garbage Pickers (by author) 
As for the solution, many governments have been working of integrating the 
marginal – informal sector into mainstream society, by removing most of the 
arbitrary state rules that have forced entrepreneurs into informality (Gilbert, 2004). 
But in the real world of megacities which have many struggles and extreme survival 
competition everyday actually informality doesn‟t necessarily make life worse. It is 
in fact improving the life conditions of many urbanites; informals. Gilbert (2004) 
summarizes this as being irrelevant in deciding the standard of living of Latin 
Americans whether they work and live in formal or informal conditions.   
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2.2.2 Informal Housing; Built Environment 
According to United Nations (UN) Habitat program estimates, suggest that nearly 
one billion people now live in slums worldwide one-sixth of the planet's population. 
Without concerted action, the number is expected to double by 2030 (Figure 2.3). In 
2005, informal housing within the different sectors of Asia accounted for between 
27% and 42% of urban housing stock, though disparities between countries were 
large (over 78% in Cambodia down to 26% in Thailand). In Latin America and the 
Caribbean, 70% of all new housing is informal and in Sub-Saharan Africa, over 60% 
of the urban population lives in informal settlements (UN Habitat, 2008). 
 
Figure 2.5 : World Urban and Rural Population  (UN Habitat, 2008) 
In megacities that are developing with high speed, liberalization and globalization 
triggered the urbanization. High speed brought the notion of informal development. 
It may be assumed metropolitan expansion is being driven by informal urbanization. 
Informal settlement practices occur in many urban centers of the developing world 
on a daily basis. If we generalize the process we get the panorama as; hundreds of 
thousands of poor families relocate from small towns to big cities, some seeking to 
improve their lives, some simply trying to survive. Many of them settle quietly, 
individually or more often with their kin members, on unused urban lands or/and 
cheap purchased plots largely on the margin of urban centers. To escape from 
dealing with private landlords, unaffordable rent and overcrowding, they put up their 
shelters in illegally established sites with their own hands or with the help of 
relatives. Then they begin to consolidate their informal settlements by bribing 
bureaucrats and bringing in urban amenities (Bayat, 1997).  It is era of „civil-society‟ 
in megacities, enabling ordinary urbanite taking control of one/multiple piece of 
urban. Bayat refers this strategy of social activism as „Quiet Encroachment‟ which 
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refers to non-collective but prolonged, direct action by individuals and families to 
acquire the basic necessities of life; land for shelter, urban collective consumption, 
informal work, business opportunities and public space (Bayat, 2004).  
 
Figure 2.6 : Illegal settlements of Istanbul; gecekondu (by author) 
However, informal housing should not be seen as the harmful production of the poor 
only. Since the metropolitan peripheries have become a key location for the informal 
housing practices of the elite. They are the gated communities of the so-called rich, 
walled against the rest of the city. Graham & Marvin (2001) calls them as 
„hermetically sealed secessionary spaces that splinter the urban landscape‟, many of 
them are situated on informal subdivisions also. Such as forestland, agricultural land, 
water reservoir of the city‟s most vital lands in terms of ecological and sustainable 
cycle. Roy (2005) notes that unlike squatter settlements, such high-end informality 
usually benefits premium infrastructure and guaranteed security of possession 
(Figure 2.4). 
 
Figure 2.7 : Slaughter of the forest land with high-end informality (Url-15) 
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2.2.3 Civil Society; Social Structure 
Urban informality doesn‟t appear only in built and economical forms in a city. 
Another aspect of the informality lies on the social layer of the urban life. Informality 
basically occurs when formality doesn‟t exist or not enough distributed along the 
city. As mentioned before, with the divergent number of individuals, spatial forms in 
the megacities it is clear that regular mood of being an informal is; instability and 
insecurity. In a generalized articulation, it can be said that with the urban conditions 
of uncertainty in rapid developing megacities, the outcome of living in such urban 
conditions conclude in anomie or the social disorganization in the contemporary 
urbanisms. This normlessness or lack of social norms based on formal logic does not 
necessarily direct the informals into a chaotic atmosphere but rather to a new form 
social norms and interaction.  
The struggle in daily urban life actually teaches urbanites „other ways‟ of expressing 
or practicing their needs and especially current era is more than ever the time of 
technology. Thus any informal activities in social life come into being as social 
activism with the various kind of need of the urbanites, be that the search of the 
rights, services or even social competitiveness with the rest of the world. Bayat 
remarks that there are various types of social activism carried out either by or on 
behalf of grassroots groups including urban mass protests, organized labor, social 
and political NGOs and the „quite encroachment‟ strategy of the urban poor (Bayat, 
2002).   
As an example of urban mass protests, very recent example of Cairo Tahrir Square 
mass protest can be given. Thousands of Egyptians coming various social and 
economical backgrounds gather against the regime of Egyptian President Hüsnü 
Mübarek. It was a non violence civil resistance comprised of many demonstrations 
on the city‟s main square of Tahrir and concluded in Mübarek‟s resignation from the 
power. What makes this social activism case as a peculiar event, the fact that 
population gathered on the city square for many days, is self organized mass via 
social media tools; Facebook or Twitter. The new world order of informality offers 
mulitple ways of self-expression, self-realization and appropriation. This new order 
is enabling more democratized society (Bayat, 2002). (Figure 2.5) 
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Figure 2.8 : Celebrations in Tahrir Square after Mübarek's resignation   
   (by Jonathan Rashad)  dfvzdvdfxcczvfsbdvdf                                                                                 
Another example of social activism as „quite encroachment‟ is the emergence of the 
new aspirations related to consumerism or the desire for belonging to the 
contemporary world (Hasan, 2004). This contemporary world displayed by the 
media, mainly stereotypes from the developed world, is the source of aspirations for 
urbanites in megacities at any age and statue. Achieving these desires from formal 
institutions and processes is almost impossible according to their high priced 
availability. Thus informal sector is offering substitutions. Hasan portrays Karachi 
with same notions as new lifestyles promoted by the media also had an influence on 
the lifestyles of the poorer population (Hasan, 2004).  
   
Figure 2.9 : Informal-izing the lifestyles (Url-15) 
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Even though they are interested in consuming brand-name perfumes and designers 
shirts, they are all unaffordable for them. Therefore the products such as perfumes 
are manufactured in informal factories and marketed in fake bottles, with almost 
same smell. Social activism here is the strong demand of consumerism at the same 
time desire for belonging to the First World which is very difficult to obtain via 
formal processes. To conclude,  Bayat summarizes social activism as compared to 
global/national mobilization  such localized struggles are both meaningful and 
manageable for the actors; meaningful in that they provide a sense of purpose and 
produce tangible consequences and manageable in that individual actors rather than 
remote national leaders, set the agenda, project the aims and control the outcome 
(Bayat, 2004).  In this sense, for the informal urbanite, the local is privileged over 
global/national. 
2.2.4 Self-Governance; Urban Management   
One thing should not be misunderstood about informal cities; urban informality is 
not generated only by ordinary people. It is actually the state that is giving form of 
any urban informalities on these geographies. Roy (2005) notes that metropolitan 
informal urbanization is made possible through the particular regulatory logics of 
agricultural, forest, water reservoir land that exist rural/urban interface of many Third 
World cities. 
Election period are the most vulnerable for the political apparatus, as mentioned 
before urban informals employ the way of bribing bureaucrats for their informal 
settlements. Thus informality must be understood not as the object of state regulation 
but rather as produced by state itself (Roy, 2005). As the law maker and regulator 
state has the power to determine what is informal and what is not and to determine 
which forms of informality will increase and which will disappear. Common 
characteristics of these informal cities is that the vulnerability of planning and legal 
apparatus towards this informal development. Also it should be remarked that legal 
apparatus itself taking decisions for the urban formation without any future plan, 
projection and based on the needs of the urbanites and these decisions are the big 
scale informalities of the urban informality. 
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2.3 The Spatialization of the Informality: Informal City 
There are big number of cities that cannot be classified on the critical maps of Global 
and World cities. Lacking qualities of urban conditions as summarized in previous 
chapter, dysfunction of urban facilities and invasive mood of insecurity and 
instability, these features do not allow them to fall in any category that has been 
drawn in Euro-American planning concepts. In fact these cities have their own way 
of urbanization and informalization. As mentioned before, it is time to articulate new 
geographies of urban theory. According to Roy, “doing so requires dislocating the 
Euro-American center of theoretical production to create a new set of concepts in the 
crucible of a new repertoire of cities” (Roy, 2009). Hence, 21st century metropolis 
lies beneath the global South, the new focus of the urban theory. (Figure 2.10)  
 
Figure 2.10 : % of Urban Population living in slums (UN Habitat, 2008) 
Conceptualization of urban informality had emerged in the Latin American context, 
enabled theorization of urban development in other world regions concentrated in 
global South; Middle East, South Asia and Africa. From then on, it was possible for 
scholar and practitioners working in each area context to learn and produce together. 
The common characteristics of these cities is that they are scattered by the hands of 
the globalization and neo-liberalization policies and are hurrying to adjust 
themselves to the rules of the capital flow. Almost with manifestation of „Form 
follows Capital‟. In conclusion the faith of these cities is drawn by the everyday 
decisions, „quiet encroachment‟s, and small scale bureaucratic negotiations. 
Those megacities or smaller cities of informal geographies are utterly enchanted by 
rapid urbanization at any level and scale which conclude them in constructing a new 
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urban form of urbanism and architecture, they are new form of contemporary urban 
condition; Informal city.  
In this section, the main concentration will be on the Informal cities that are located 
all around the world. These informal cities will be briefly portrayed linking to their 
own unique urbanisms as well as contextualization to their regional characteristics. 
After grounding the urban theory on urban informality, the everyday practices and 
urban dynamics of the informal cities will be examined regarding their location and 
physical circumstances.  
 
Figure 2.11 : Interrelations of an Informal City 
Informal cities are composed of multi-layered information structure, each and single 
of them has to be examined in order to understand these structures (Figure 2.11). Yet 
in this research, only the main outline will be discussed in order to focus on the case 
study. First sub-section is based on a general panorama of these megacities 
classifying and displaying their general characteristics.  
Latin America: 
The theoretical structure emerges from Latin America is more focused on the issue of 
„urban citizenship‟ (Roy, 2009). There are numerous researches and projects dealing 
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with inequality and marginality have been done in cities like Rio de Janeiro, Buenos 
Aires, and Caracas. The self-help housing of „favela‟ and informal economies are the 
target of those studies as well as the citizenship. „Insurgent citizenship‟ is another 
term that is questioning the inequality of citizenship in urban democracy. Latin 
American cities are also struggling with „dependistas‟ and neocolonial theories in 
terms of globalization (Roy, 2009). (Figure 2.12) 
   
Figure 2.12 : Informal Latin American cities (UN Habitat, 2008) 
South-East Asia: 
Roy (2009) summarizes the urban theories that have been held in South-East Asia is 
shaped by the traditions of postcolonial theory and particularly subaltern studies. 
Theorists of post-colonial nation are increasingly concerned with the forms of 
„political society‟ that find expression in the city (Roy, 2009).  There is also another 
approach that is concerned with the negotiating and mediation of economic 
globalization and cultural cosmopolitanism with vernacular identities; 
„glocalization‟. (Figure 2.13) It indicates the strategies for dealing the disequilibria 
and dislocations that globalism has created. It is an important concept for these 
unique geographies since it is questioning the quantity and quality of cultural 
cosmopolitanism, which is obtained from local cultures merging with globalism.  
   
Figure 2.13 : Scenes from Asian cities (UN Habitat, 2008)  
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Africa: 
According to Roy cities in African literature is engaged in particularly apartheid and 
post-apartheid city concepts; peasants in the city, world-system structures of 
dependency and underdevelopment, informalization under conditions of neoliberal 
globalization (Roy, 2009). African urban theory also brings up an interesting 
approach to urban infrastructure, „people as infrastructure‟; indicating the circulation 
and transaction of masses through which African cities are reproduced.  (Figure 2.14)  
 
   
Figure 2.14 : African Urban Life (UN Habitat,2008)  
Middle East: 
Middle East stands as a complex terrain, since the boundaries and sociopolitical 
situations are constantly changing. This geography is a site of conflict (Roy, 2009), 
has launched a study of cosmopolitanism and modernities located in the globalized 
Middle East, examining the heteronomous landscapes of malls, gated communities, 
Islamicized public spaces and informal settlements (Bayat, 2005).  (Figure 2.15) 
 
   
Figure 2.15 : Cairo and Kabul (Url-15)  
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3.  THE PRACTICE; EMERGING CONCEPTS IN ARCHITECTURE 
Given the informal cities that have such complex structures of spatial, social, 
planning, etc... so that their dynamics are completely diverse than of the global cities 
that are considerably planned megacities.  Shane (2005) notes that deconstructivists 
were right when they described the city as a chaotic situation of competing systems. 
Within this chaotic situation he continues, there is a logic of its own; produced non-
centrally by actors designing systems across vast territories without regard for each 
other‟s decisions, each adding their own system as a new layer to existing 
topography, historic structures and landscapes (Shane, 2005). Within the highly 
informally constructed built environment there are multiple layers and actors; 
coordination gets almost impossible to manage. Therefore management, planning, 
designing and even living in such cities needs another way of approach and thinking 
since the existing system is made up of informality which is urban form of 
unpredictable and self-constructive. Consequently, regarding the same motivations, 
the aspects in design disciplines would also differ, mediating emergent concepts of 
architecture, design and urbanism usher into contemporary urban debate. The process 
in application of these disciplines regarding the cities of planned world is generally 
based on formal responses to the given circumstances.  
The essence of having a formal system means to be strict and defined in every legal, 
planning and strategic scale of the urban management. In general speaking if there 
any spatial problematic occurs in more formal urban settings, the system solves it 
with an already defined process. Whereas in informal settings system creates new 
problems in daily basis and it solves them with palliative solutions that are mostly 
massive, imperative and top-down urban projects. These urban projects have 
generally no depth of the citizen aspect, no future policies regarding the city and no 
vision. As they are massive in scale of size and impact on the users, the outcome and 
the failure is also massive. These practices are forced eradication of the informality 
in the pursuit of utopian dreams of „modern‟ and „planned‟ homogeneous cities.  The 
hidden nature of informality gives freedom to any kind self-constructivism and 
appropriation.  
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More than last five years regarding all massive urban projects and managerial actions 
and social activism of self-help and appropriation implemented tremendously above 
all in the informal cities, enabled architectural discourse to change its form of 
practice, design and conceptualization. The focal point of the architectural discourse 
is altered towards the user, space, city and legitimacy oriented designs.  New act of 
producing architecture in practice and in concept is visibly nourished from these 
cities‟ own dynamics of informality; which is already defined in this research as self-
production and the relation of the two parts of the urban informality; formal/informal 
mutualism.  
This chapter concentrates principally on emergent concepts of architecture and 
urbanism in the given informal settings. When regarding the informal production in 
the cities, emergent concepts in design field concerning informality can be studied in 
two parts. First one is the basis of urban informality which is actually the spatial 
orientation of the informals. Other one is the design response to the informality by 
the design professionals.  
3.1 Urban Creativity 
In the previous chapter informality and informal was expressed within a theoretical 
point of view, here informality will be outlined in the creative process of everyday 
life in cities. The everyday creativity here, implies the process-oriented approach to 
creativity (Schoon, 1992). The word create comes from the Latin word of „creare‟, 
which means „to bring into being‟. Thus the analogy between God and men was 
acknowledged, the creator is seen as a divine who can create something out of 
nothing. However Schoon (1992) implies that human creativity can be understood as 
a transformation of what already exists. Humans use their repertoire of earlier 
experiences from interaction with the objects and people for interpreting, exploring 
and organizing reality. From this perspective, urban creativity contains mainly these 
activities and clustering them altogether thus enabling variety of the spatial outputs. 
The urban creativity basically depends on everyday activities, which does not only 
involve systematic search for an optimal solution it also requires the generation and 
discovery for previously unseen and unexpected connections (Schoon, 1992). As 
human beings are part of their environment and free to choose what to make of 
themselves and of their world, Schoon (1992) stresses the motivational aspects of the 
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creative activity. This comes from the tendency of human beings towards the „self-
actualization‟ which is understood as the creative trend of human nature, a principle 
in all organic life to grow and develop (Schoon, 1992). In the humanist approach to 
the creativity, this tendency of self-actualization is expressed when lower needs have 
been satisfied or in other words, Schoon notes that “if they have a life that enables 
them to realize their full potential, if they are flexible, unstereotyped and responsive 
to an ever changing reality instead of being rigid, conforming or defensive.” 
(Schoon, 1992). Therefore the ordinary citizen confronts himself and the real world 
in the everyday cityscape thus forms his ideas and actions in regard to this fruitful 
encounter. The individual interacts with the existing situation over a creative impulse 
or agent in the city; which triggers the urban creativity. The creative agent enables 
the individual getting involved in a creative process.  
“Urbanite + Creative Agent  Creative Behavior”  
According to May (2008) chaotic situations, anxiety, rigidness of the authority, loss 
of meaning, physical comfort …etc. guides the ordinary urbanite into a series of 
behaviors such as; resistance, rebellion, interpretation, disobedience, conflict, 
intervention, coping with contradiction, inspiration. Tanju (2008) mentions this 
creative interaction with the physical environment and the urbanite as; „rather than 
being shaped by a given situation, the subject, shall enter into a number of productive 
and creative reciprocal relationship with the given situation and he is also formatted 
while the given environment is formed by him.‟ Thus, the urbanite discovers 
creativity in a process where inception is the awareness; it is followed by inspiration 
and finalized with transformation. 
The creative action or an idea comes into being also depending to sequence and 
intensity of this daily encounter of the subject within the cityscape, May (2008) 
describes this as the confrontation of the subject with the real world and composed of 
constant loops of accomplishment and creativity. The process of creation comes from 
the dynamic process of the creativity, thus the scene of the creativity undergoes in 
the cityscape or streets, widely but still as a hidden layer. The everyday life of the 
street when observed carefully, reveals the hidden traces of the creative loop of the 
user‟s daily habits on the street, thus one can discover the richness of the diversity of  
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the information about the extraordinary productions and uses plus the (in)visible 
operations that took place during these daily productions of self-actualization (May, 
2008).  
Urban Creativity emerges from the everyday activities, in which self-actualization is 
carried out by ordinary urbanite or informal.  Everyday life and activities as 
exemplified in the previous chapter, guides as the precedent theoretical approach for 
the Urban Creativity of the Informality; the seminal work of Guy Debord; 
Situationist International and concepts of „everyday‟ by Henri Lefebvre and Michel 
de Certeau. Everyday lives of the ordinary urbanites were under investigation since it 
was the domain of the unexpected creativity of the informal urban life. De Certeau 
(2002) outlines the way individuals unconsciously navigate everything, but for the 
purpose of this study, particularly city spaces. He uses the term „strategies‟ to explain 
the organization of structures of power, and „tactics‟ as the way individuals create 
spaces for themselves in environments defined by strategies. He describes the city as 
a concept based on a planned physical structure that describes the city as a distinct 
physical place. The person at street level however moves in ways that bypass and 
reconfigure the practical layout of the city, in daily basis (de Certeau, 2002). The 
seminal works of everyday activities enlightened the high importance of the daily 
usages and invisible layers of activities, spaces, identities of a city.  
As the urban creativity is based upon the fact of transformation of the given 
circumstances; nothing can be created out of nothing. Thus the creations are initially 
the ad-hoc combinations of past subsystems. This meaningful articulation of the 
existing subsystems is the informal way of living in the cities, in other words an 
ultimate mode of urban creativity. Ad-Hoc is a Latin phrase, meaning „for this‟. It 
generally signifies a solution designed for a specific problem or task, non-
generalizable, and can also have negative connotations: Suggesting a makeshift 
solution, inadequate planning, or improvised events. Charles Jencks in the early 
1970s coined the term for a new approach in design; AdHocism, considering the 
ways in which creators could take immediate action through the use of readily 
available components in ways that had never been conceived in their original design. 
Jencks (2000) notes that it can be applied to human endeavors, denoting a principle 
of action having speed or economy and purpose or utility. Basically it involves using 
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an available system or dealing with an existing situation in a new way to solve a 
problem quickly and effectively. AdHocism is method of creation relying  
particularly on resources which are already at hand. 
It isn't exactly a new idea; people have always used what materials and resources are 
available to be taken up to build what they need to survive, like any squatters' shack 
in every city. Moreover the designers, architects and artists also articulated the 
concept in their designs. Some of the remarkable examples are from the hippy 
communities in the United States had explored some of these ideas in the 1960s, as 
in „Drop City‟, where residents were inspired by Buckminster Fuller and Steve Baer 
constructed dome dwellings from car roofs bought cheaply from garbage yards, 
reusing materials abandoned by the consumer society (Figure 3.1).  
 
Figure 3.1 : Drop City (above, Url-3) and Slums of Johannesburg (below, Url-3) 
AdHocism can be easily observed from direct insurgent actions of the ordinary 
urbanite today which are implying a democratic mode of their living in cities; where 
everyone can create their personal environment out of random subsystems (Figure ). 
By combining ad-hoc parts, the individual creates, sustains and transcends himself. 
Already described in the previous chapter, it is a given fact that megacities are under 
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the serious threat of rapid globalization, thus the urban structure is developing with 
no proper control and management. The main characteristics of these fast developing 
cities are self-governance, self-organizing, informal urbanism and everyday 
architecture. In this regard, AdHocism is the key concept of the urban creativity 
hidden in these direct actions situated in the informal circumstances of both the 
ordinary urbanite and also the design professionals. 
3.2 Informal Creating Informality  
Informal urbanites namely „informals‟, in order to maintain their existence in the 
city, they produce, create and adapt the place according to their needs and desire. 
McFarlane (2010) notes this procedure from as „developmentalism‟ since when the 
basics of shelter, sanitation, water, sustenance, communication, etc. are missing the 
interruption and improvisation occurs. The urban inequality is mainly formulated by 
the everyday solutions of the informals, where local government is incapable of 
handling. Informality in the cities raises the question of urban identity. For the rapid 
developing cities, informality also symbolizes the „normality‟ for its pervasive 
appliance (Mcfarlane, 2010).  
The effort of improvisation for the inequality is interpreted by the theorists as the 
„urban entrepreneurship‟ (Roy, 2009). These street politics shapes the city in 
fundamental ways. The inequality according to Mcfarlane (2010) starts with the 
„crisis‟, mediated by the daily improvisation under the urban developmentalism. 
Therefore process of everyday creativity of the informal starts with the notion of 
crisis, which comes with survival, in order to maintain the existence of any notion; 
economic, social or simply habitation the subject has to confront the real world and 
self-stimulated . After confronting and encountering the existing situation 
internalization process is established and ends up in an everyday solution for the 
problem or in other words; AdHocism. After this interpretation and self-actualization 
of the informal in the cityscape, the everyday production alters from space into a 
place with more identity of the informal by time. Every single notion on the city that 
has created with these primitive needs come into being as a „place‟ or physicality and 
with the constant cohesion which happens daily in the cityscape brings these 
physicalities together and creates urban zones; it can be street vendors, informal 
housing, and social layer of a specific city usage... etc. The dissolving of invisible 
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boundaries of these physicalities, reveals the larger map of the logic and dynamics of 
the Informal City‟s urban formation and informal spatialization (Figure 3.2). 
Another aspect of urban informality is formal / informal mutualism.  This mutual 
relation is provided by informal creating informality which then will serve as 
formality. For instance street traders and garbage pickers are independent workers 
selling and collecting items that have been produced by formal enterprises or which 
will be used in the production of formal goods  (Gilbert, 2004).  
Shane (2005) describes the outcome of the creative process of informals in daily 
basis generates a tangle of actors and systems in a spaghetti system of flows and 
private motives, interacting with each other through complex feedback mechanisms 
wherever their paths cross. The megacities offer this compound structures of 
multilayered, multisystem models that are impossibly complex; we can only 
understand small parts of it in our design operations. Yet Shane (2005) remarks that 
human beings have a supreme pattern-recognition capacity thus this ability enables 
catalytic designers to make creative synthesis of the real and imagination. Thus 
informality created by informals can be studied by the design professionals in order 
the grasp its inner nature and dynamics for translating into their own designs for the 
future conditions. Since it is well-known fact that cities are still places for actors to 
meet, accommodates the dream-spaces for humanity.  
 
Figure 3.2 : The Making of the Informal City; the physicality of self-actualization 
An extraordinary example for informals creating informality can be given from Latin 
America. Lately a remarkable case of Caracas was published in the pages of The 
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New York Times; „A 45-Story Walkup beckons the Desperate‟ (Romero & Diaz, 
2011). According to this urban phenomenon, more than 2.500 people who were 
facing a mounting housing shortage, namely squatters have transformed an 
abandoned skyscraper in downtown Caracas into a makeshift home. Once built as an 
office tower, one of the tallest skyscrapers of Latin America now is desolated. 
(Figure 3.3) Romero and Diaz (2011) are quoting the story as; “The squatters live in 
this uncompleted high-rise, which lacks several basic amenities like an elevator, in 
some floors window and walls are absent, few of the building‟s terraces have 
guardrails, the smell of untreated sewage permeates the corridors. Children scale 
unlit stairways guided by the glow of “mobile phones”. But according to the article, 
it is still possible to see many satellites for the TV‟s of the inhabitants. Some recent 
arrivals sleep in tents and hammocks. According to some urban theorists like Robert 
Neuwirth, the writer of „Shadow Cities‟ simply calls this building as the world‟s 
highest squatter building.  
  
Figure 3.3 : World‟s Highest Squatter | Caracas (Romero & Diaz, The New York 
Times, 2011) fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
Another example is from Hong-Kong, Hou (2010) explains that Filipina guest 
workers occupy the ground floor of Norman Foster‟s signature HSBC building which 
is an icon of global capital, every Sunday and transform it from an anonymous 
corporate entrance to a lively community gathering space where migrant workers 
picnic, chat and reunite. (Figure 3.4) Insurgent act of informals changes the icon of 
global capital into a public space for the basic need; interaction. Informal citizens of 
Hong-Kong insurgently alter an entirely privatized space into a public space.  
This kind of self-help solutions are all „responses to the pre-existing situations‟. 
Informals creating informality, they are the self-constructing mechanisms, which are 
determining for the given urban structure, not for the whole context. As indicated 
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before Bayat‟s (2002) „quiet encroachment of the ordinary‟ is acting as the form-
producer in any means in the city. 
 
  
Figure 3.4 : Filipina workers gathering in the ground floor of HSBC |  Hong-Kong 
(by Jeffrey Hou, 2010) fsvsx<secevas sdr sdr s a a 3 
Recently with an increasing interest from the formal disciplines of architects, urban 
designers and theorists too, who are designing for informality are also offering 
innovative solutions such as all purpose specific and created for special 
circumstances. Thus the critical feature of finding responses to the pre-existing 
situations is that the solutions are non-generalizable. In other words, they are tailor-
made solutions for a specific problem or task not intended to be able to be adapted to 
other purposes.  The concept for these kind of solutions, which expressed in previous 
section; AdHocism which is created by social determination of the ordinary urbanites 
but also by formal disciplines that are designing for informal settings. 
3.3 Formal Interpreting Informality  
“One day, we will construct cities for the dérive. . . but, with light retouching, one 
can utilize certain zones which already exist. One can utilize certain persons who 
already exist.” („The Theory of the Dérive‟ Guy Debord, in “Situationist 
International Anthology” Ken Knabb,1992). 
Informal city, as indicated in the previous chapters, is the built environment 
empowered by social determination, which is based on practices of self-construction, 
reorganizing and appropriation activities carried in any cityscape on daily basis. It is 
a non-stop quiet process of „generation and destruction‟ of the urban life. For 
decades the disputing informality with the practices of spatial planning and urbanism 
is being hold mainly either with projects that are hardly addressing the scale of the 
challenge posed by such informality or with the projects of massive eradicator which 
have left immense negative impact on the city. These both approaches lack spatial 
reasoning and analysis that can help unveil the complexity of the relation between  
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the formal and the informal, or provide the basis for appropriate spatial strategies that 
scale-up to or zoom-in the dimensions of the challenge.  
The debate of informality has attracted many intellectuals and practitioners in the 
recent years, because it addresses issues that are relevant to cities everywhere, mostly 
in the complex megacities. For architects and urban designers in particular, the 
question of the informal goes to the very core of the meaning and tools of urbanism 
itself, challenging many traditions and methodologies of planning and urban design. 
Thus recently remarkable planning and urban design projects have emerged, which 
attempt to experiment with different spatial tools and strategies. These emergent 
tools, methods and theories are basically searching the essence of this urban 
improvisation in order to understand its reflections of creativity, whether it assets a 
„design knowledge‟ in any design profession. The main question is without 
anesthetization of the poverty, can designer insert urban informality into the 
contemporary projects as a design input and knowledge or not. This phenomenal 
relation between design and informality is explored by various designers, architects 
and urban designers since early 1960s and also in the contemporary urban discourse.  
Today among these techniques of spatial strategies, the common practice may be 
recalled as the immense role of the „information‟ coming from the local setting and 
global impulses. The city of 21
st
 century is then, represented and reinterpreted with 
the help of information and its own dynamics. According to Boyer (2005), the role of 
the architects of twenty-first century is utterly altered. The fact that the urban field is 
again highlighted among architects with the emerging topics of urban agglomeration, 
expansion and radical urbanism. Within this unknown, instable and unexpected 
dynamics of this complex, chaotic and non-linear urban dynamics, according to 
Boyer (2005) one must deal with multilayered structure of urban phenomenon.  
Boyer calls this as „playing with the information‟. Then she adds another aspect 
which is creating the new urban discourse of 21
st
 century; developing visions and 
scenarios by proposing an alternative discourse involving analytical procedures of 
datascapes and diagrams, besides computational theories and modeling that influence 
the way the mega-city is imaged and represented (Boyer, 2005). These informational 
systems try to reveal the underlying logics of the chaotic surface of urbanities. Main 
intention is to re-interpretation of the actual situations through research, 
visualization, making up a new grammar to it. Boyer notes this new approach as;  
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“The major restructuring of architectural thinking is shifting away from 
philosophical inquiry and towards questions of performance and reception, the 
design process and experimentation. Such a maneuver entails a pragmatic and 
operational „research-based architecture‟, outlining the necessary steps one must take 
if the chaos of mega-cities is to be interpreted” (Boyer, 2005). 
This is actually perfect timing for playing with the information as Boyer indicates, 
the era in which infinite information and data is produced in the urban discourse. In 
this context, urban planners, architects and artists are dealing the city with the help of 
data, research and analysis. Some of the main approaches will be discussed in 
urbanism and architecture axis. Here are portrayed those concepts that interest a 
broad audience in urban and architectural debate.   
The shift in the urban theory put tremendous effect on the practices of the theory. 
Architects, urban planners, policy makers and sociologists challenged the idea of the 
complexity of the megacities and informal cities. Thus considering the contemporary 
issues of self-help, sustainability, appropriation, ordinariness and complexity of the  
urban life, new aspects in urbanism have emerged such as Postmodern Urbanism, 
Insurgent Citizenship, Recombinant Urbanism, Everyday Urbanism, Collage City, 
Ecological Urbanism, Integral Urbanism, Heterotopia and the City, Guerilla 
Urbanism, Tactical Urbanism, Livable Cities, Ludic City…etc. In this section some 
of the terms and urban projects will be examined in terms of the formal that is 
interpreting, intervening and transforming the informality.   
Michel Foucault uses the term „heterotopia‟ to describe places and spaces that are 
simultaneously physical and mental, spaces that have more layers of meaning or 
relationships to other places than are immediately visible. According to Foucault 
(1967) heterotopia is a physical representation or approximation of a utopian space 
that is not possible to realize because it contains physical or metaphysical elements 
that do not correspond to the utopian ideal. A heterotopian space or place is based on 
reality and unreality, and so contains dualities and contradictions (Foucault, 1967). 
From these ideas it is possible to infer that the body, the unconscious and our inner 
worlds clearly play an important role in the production or meaning of a space, and in 
its potential transformation. Every time we move around in the city we potentially 
use and imagine spaces differently and construct multiple differing realities.  
Different people though, have different resources, different histories, different 
positions to draw on in their imaginative reuse and reconfiguration of the city, and so  
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the conception of a static city becomes impossible (Foucault, 1967). This concept 
sustained a base theory for various urban theories of informality, complexity and 
postmodernity in the cities. 
Yet the urban planners, urbanists are questioning its instability and constant 
transformation and generating models in order to forecast the future need and 
transformations. In the work of Shane (2005), heterotopias are the primary places of 
urban change, accommodating exceptional activities and persons. Recombinant 
Urbanism is posing a view of urbanization process, which is the novel, unstable, 
shifting processes developed in heterotopic places of change can transform each 
normative dominant city models from one to another; recombinations of existing 
elements that will better accommodate activities (Shane, 2005). In order to 
understand the relationships between the actors and patches in postmodern situation 
in cities Shane sets up a framework. By means of this framework, he describes seven 
steps as; decoupage, Collage City, bricolage, photomontage, montage, assemblage 
and rhizomic assemblage. According to Shane (2005) despite their differences of 
these seven “-ages” all share and recombine a common group of urban elements. 
Then he proposes a further classification of these elements as “armatures, enclaves 
and heterotopias” as a further step toward normative models into a shifting, relational 
system of urban combinational possibilities (Shane, 2005). This new urbanism 
approach plays a crucial role in the complex formations of the informality. The 
approach allows for multiple actors, surprising juxtapositions and places of 
negotiation and mixing within this framework. Recombinant Urbanism carries a 
conceptual model of “Net City”, which provides room for all model of its own 
system of heterotopias to regulate its stability and rate of change. According to this 
model, Shane represents Net City as to demonstrate a desire for a variety of city 
forms within the city, symbolized by the variety of its massive heterotopic nodes 
(Shane, 2005).  
Apart from such conceptual models for urban informality, quite diverse concepts are 
also articulated as the backbone of resourceful praxis of informality in design 
profession. Another powerful key term of urban informality is „everyday‟, lately 
numerous researches in urbanism are based on this concept. The idea of urban 
informality evokes any kind of implementation of „causality and ordinary‟ which are 
actually affiliated to the concept of „everyday‟ that is served rich repository of urban  
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meaning by well-known French theorists; Henri Lefebvre, Guy Debord and Michel 
de Certeau (2002). These tactics and strategies are based on situations, which is  
represented with the seminal work of Guy Debord and colleagues; Situationist 
International as described in previous chapter. Their „unitary urbanism‟ leading to 
Situationist City gave birth to diverse number of contemporary urban debates. One of 
the most remarkable examples is Everyday Urbanism (Crawford, 2008). According 
to Crawford (2008) everyday space stands in contrast to the carefully planned, 
officially designated and often underused public spaces that can be found in all cities. 
But she adds, ambiguous like all in-between spaces, the everyday represents a zone 
of social transition and possibility with the potential for new social arrangements and 
forms of imagination (Crawford, 2008).  
Everyday Urbanism is for that reason an innovative approach to the urban design, 
which is based on strategy, tactic, place and time. This framework mainly originated 
on fragmentation and incompleteness as inevitable conditions of postmodern life. 
Crawford summarizes their new approach as;  
“We do not seek overarching solutions. There is no universal everyday urbanism, 
only a multiplicity of responses to specific times and places. Our solutions are 
modest and small in scale – micro-utopias, perhaps, contained in a sidewalk, a bus 
bench or a minipark” (Crawford, 2008). 
Everyday Urbanism offers both an analysis of and a method for working within the 
city that it mirrors the space of the everyday. It also challenges the formalism of 
architecture and the abstraction of planning with projects that address specific topics, 
problems, and opportunities within the urban environment. Small public parks 
complete with dog drinking fountains, neighborhood places combining civic and 
commercial amenities, and the use of observation and improvisation in city planning  
are based on a consideration of daily routines and emphasize the importance of local 
communities and customs. Creative, improvised, experimental, both individual and 
inclusive everyday urbanism is the space of public life at the turn of the twenty-first 
century (Crawford, 2008). Urban Informality embodies not only the formation and 
sensation of the urban but also the civil rights and urban democracy concepts.  
Among these concepts „Insurgency‟ is the key term, especially coined and used 
widely by Latin American theorists. Holston (2008) who coined the concept of 
Insurgent Citizenship for the first time for Brazil, notes how urban democracy is one  
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of the most important terms of today‟s cities. According to Holston (2008) citizen 
conflicts have increased significantly with the extraordinary democratization and 
urbanization of the twentieth century. Thus, the term insurgency aroused from the 
incapability of the urban daily life especially in those limited democratic cities. 
Holston (2008) notes that cities have historically been the locus of citizenship‟s 
development, global urbanization creates especially unstable conditions, as cities 
become crowded with marginalized citizens and noncitizens who contest their 
exclusions. Thus worldwide insurgence of democratic citizenship in recent decades 
has disrupted established formulas of rule and privilege in the most diverse societies; 
in this context citizenship is unsettled and unsettling (Holston, 2008).  
Together with the term of insurgence, right to the city and accessibility to the public 
space gets more and more investigated by theorist, designers and artists in the recent 
decade. Recent publications reflect the resurging practice of design activism as in 
Jeffrey Hou‟s Insurgent Public Space (2010). These works often involves 
professionals working with citizens and communities in transforming spaces for 
community and public use. Insurgent Public Spaces is the project of Jeffrey Hou and 
colleagues that the public space confronted against hegemonic powers of urban and 
state but as well as architecture. The project is based on firsthand experience in 
researching and implementing insurgent public spaces (2010). They have created or 
observed organized and informal events that are taken place in the restricted public 
spaces in order to understand the right to the public space. 
Hou (2010) poses a critical statement that streets, neighborhoods and parks become 
malls, gated communities and corporate venues, public space becomes subjected to 
new forms of ownership, commodification and control. Hou (2010) remarks also that 
the control of public space is now worldwide phenomenon that shows how form 
follows capital. It is true that in the megacities where there is no proper planning and 
lucid management policy, public space and public projects are in the hands of capital 
/ profit oriented projects. Today, even as more and more public space have become 
heavily regulated and privatized there are attempts by individuals and communities at 
greater freedom, these acts defy the end of the public space (Hou, 2010).  
On a everyday level, citizen initiatives and informal activities have created other new 
uses and forms of public space. These insurgent uses include spontaneous events,  
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unintended uses, and a variety of activities that defy or escape existing rules and 
regulations; these practices transform urban spaces into „a site of potentiality, 
difference and delightful encounters‟ (Hou, 2010).  
This ability of citizen groups and individuals to play a distinct role in shaping the 
contemporary urban environment in defiance of the official rules and regulations can 
be translated as the new concept of Guerilla Urbanism. Hou (2010) remarks that the 
making of insurgent public space suggests a mode of city making that is different 
from the institutionalized notion of urbanism and its association with master planning 
and policy making. The instances of self-help and defiance are best characterized as 
a practice of guerilla urbanism that recognizes both ability of citizens and 
opportunities in the existing urban conditions for radical and everyday changes 
against the dominant forces in the society (Hou, 2010).  
3.4 Emerging Practices in the Informality 
As in the urban scale, the discipline of architecture is also heading towards a new era 
in which various design methodologies, researches and innovative praxis are 
experimented. We are once again facing some major changing conditions in the 
architectural debate, such as ever expanding suburbs and urban slums. Design 
professionals that have risked their positions in those issues have so far been seen as 
in the periphery of the profession. In the current pervasive model of practice, the 
architect waits for a single client with the appropriate funds to provide them a 
project. This leads to a profit driven system making the architect subservient to the 
nearsighted ambitions of the market. This system is simply not flexible enough for 
architects to engage the built environment in a way that can change it, especially 
regarding the complex built environments as Informal cities. In this point emergent 
architectural concepts are ushering into the contemporary architectural debate.  
3.4.1 Shift in the Architectural Praxis 
In the search of contemporary positions in current architectural praxis, since the 
cities are rapidly developing in improvisation mode of urbanization thus informality 
has been origin point for architects, designers and policy makers.  
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The design disciplines are then investigating the other way of doing things, rather 
than cliché top-down formal policies. Since the physical and social productions in the 
megacities are driven by the everyday decisions and urban improvisations, architects 
recently challenged the idea of contemporary scope of the discipline. In this regard, 
emergent positions and strategies are fostered; leading ones among them will be 
introduced; Social Architecture and Critical Activism.  
Dating back in 1960s new debate of participatory design was ushering into 
architectural and urban discourse. Hatch (1984) notes that it was Aldo Van Eyck that 
issued an urgent warning in early 1960s; „contemporary city is transformed into mile 
upon mile of organized nowhere‟. According to him place and occasion were being 
removed from the modern world. As a well-known fact modern architecture once 
sought social standing by attaching itself to engineering rationalism. According to 
Hatch (1984) today architecture „seeking a prestige that remains just beyond its 
grasp, attempts once again to associate itself with the wealthy and powerful and with 
forms that suggest periods of dominance.‟. It was those years that architects were 
searching ways to address social problems and urban incapabilities of the weak, with 
an emerging tool of participatory design, thus Social Architecture is emerged in 
architectural discourse. In this concept main intention was to use architecture as an 
instrument for transforming both environment and people.  
The social architect‟s task is to create the space for people to act on what matters to 
them. Social Architecture invites architects to take responsibility on the changing 
world as social transformers; working with given reality, data and people they are 
mediating the built environment and the human needs. Hatch (1984) manifestoes 
social architecture is „in-between‟, which is trying to avoid utopias and challenging 
the needs and data in order to produce alternatives. 
Hatch (1984) proposes three principals of social architecture;  
 Participation; User participation in housing and urban development holds 
high priority in tackling with the problem.  
 Rational Transparency; The task of social architecture as form, is to make 
legible and reflect their identity the institutions, relationships and the values 
that are the heart of social life.   
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 Spatial Experience; Another task of social architecture is that overcoming the 
opacity of the city, people needs to comprehend their surroundings before to 
change it. 
Social Architecture was based on the process of conceiving and producing manmade 
world involving moral choices by social mediators; architects. Hatch remarks his 
point of the need of architects in social and physical change in the world in his 
manifestation as; 
“These are difficult times. They demand architects grounded in history, technically 
prepared to build and allied to those who need them most. This is continuing path of 
social architecture, and if we trace it assiduously, it will lead us to that world where 
aesthetic is not the quality of isolated objects, but of life itself” (Hatch, 1984). 
However today the work by innovative designers begins to comprise an emerging 
movement of critical practice in other words praxis. This practice of „Critical 
Activism‟ plays the role for the design field by exposing conflicts in the built 
environment (Riano, 2010). They show emerging problems and point them as 
possible places for design inquiry. It is of course not enough to simply expose the 
problems within the built environment. These practices seek to change the 
conditions. To do so, Riano (2010) notes that critical activist firms seek to engage the 
institutions that can bring change to communities in need of it. These institutions 
include: the academy, government, financial institutions, and the legal system. The 
final, and perhaps more important, element that defines critical activists is the active 
nature of their designs (Riano, 2010). This activity is mainly expressed through 
interactive designs that require involvement by inhabitants. According to Riano 
(2010) the elements that tie these practices and characterize critical activism include:  
 active practices that rely in funding and organizational structures and 
collaboration 
 active involvement in exposing political, social, and economic conflicts 
 active proximity in the institutions that can help solve those conflicts 
 active design which is a desire to architecturalize these conditions with active 
designs that rely on inhabitant participation 
In regard to Riano‟s classification, taking one step further with a wider panorama 
another classification may be driven from the current studies as „other way of acting 
in architecture‟. These are the emerging archietctural praxis that are shaping and  
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ushering invasively in the contemporary architectural debate. Basically the groups, 
collectives and offices are all originated in different geographies, cities and cultures. 
Even though the movement is emerged from Latin America, today it is pervasively 
distributed all around the world, attracting full attention of young and innovative 
architects, academicians and designers. These groups are concentrated on the other 
half of the world, who needs support, help and professional advices not only in 
economy, politics and health but in design and architectural field as well.  
×  
Figure 3.5 : Dynamics of Emerging Architectural Practices (Url-5) 
These emerging groups of multidisciplinary professionals tackle the urban issue with 
different approaches and involving various actors; government, university, NGO‟s, 
private institutions, in order to handle the problem in an advanced perspective 
(Figure 3.5). These new practices aim to meet two parts; global and local capital and 
knowledge in order to create suitable and most efficient project types for the selected 
urban issue. As a result there can be done a classification in which the groups that are 
acting critical and proactive while projecting socially in architecture, urban and 
design disciplines; actor, tool/method, target, debate. (Figure 3.6) 
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Figure 3.6 : Proposal Classification for Design Activism  
1. Actor: University, Architecture Offices, NGO‟s, Joint Ventures. 
In activists projects the design collaborators differ from each other. In generally the 
groups are organized as multi disciplinary collectives in order to embrace the given 
task in a wider scale. These collectives may be designing as academicians and 
students; Rural Studio or professional architects and designers; Elemental, Estudio 
Teddy Cruz (ETC) or NGO‟s; Architecture for Humanity, UN Habitat, Architects 
without Borders and Joint Ventures are the collectives that have both profit based 
and non-profit based part academician and part professional structure; Rebar, Urban 
Think-Tank (U-TT).  
Activists find a new organizational structure and model of financing. This set-up 
allows flexibility in the identification, design, and financing of projects. Second, 
these firms are open and seek active collaborations with design professionals and 
practitioners from other disciplines. Estudio Teddy Cruz, Urban Think-Tank, Rural 
Studio and Elemental are all tied to academic institutions while holding a non-profit 
status as well. 
2. Tool / Method: Research, Publishing, Architecture, Scale. 
The practices identified as part of the design activism tackle the problem of practice 
in different ways depending on the problem domain. In every project the tool is 
changed and sometimes multi-method is used in order to expose the problems and 
the solutions. Researches are being held both as the project and in universities for the 
academic projects, Publishing with any use of media; conference, film, 
photography…etc. Urban Think-Tank exposes the conditions in Caracas through  
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videos and books (Figure 3.7). Architectural Response is generally originated on 
research-based process and Scale here refers to the any intervention concept that is 
used to tackle the design issue; invasion, networking, full authorization, 
revitalization, design, etc...  
  
Figure 3.7 : Shooting “Unseen Caracas”, by Alfredo Brillembourg and John 
Frankfurt (Url-4) sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
3. Target: Self-Help, Community, Urban Life and Geographical Conflict.  
As the „origin‟ is diverse so their „target‟ is. Target issues of these groups are multi-
purpose and interventions are undertaken in various scales. The problem domain 
varies in every task; it may be a single house for urban poor or an educational 
building for a community, it may also be an infrastructure or economical 
improvement for selected city and activists are also dealing with political issues of 
the cultural and physical environment. For instance Teddy Cruz tackles the 
Geographical Conflict two scales of methods Research and Publishing; first he 
identifies a „Political Equator‟ that separates the global south and north (Figure 3.8) 
(Url-2). He then specifically maps this condition as it occurs in the San Diego - 
Tijuana border. Cruz does this by mapping the condition as well as a series of other 
art projects and installations. 
4. Debate: Local Professionals, Inhabitants, Private Institutions, Local Government 
Activism is also running via the highly networking the interests of the selected 
conflict. ETC, for example is involved and partners with developers and social non-
profits from the very beginning of a project. He has also lobbied government to  
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change codes when they conflict with designs. Similarly, Elemental engages 
institutions throughout the design process. However, they also create new institutions 
that turn inhabitants into „active partners‟ after construction is completed. 
 
Figure 3.8 : Political Equator, Teddy Cruz (Url-2)  
3.4.2 Practicing in / for the Informal City 
Even though contemporary architectural praxis is depending diverse theoretical 
background; they base on actor – resource relation in general perspective. Active 
nature of their designs are also altering; in this section selected projects of the 
leading activist groups are being represented in order to comprehend the nature of the 
emerging architectural praxis. Thus, Elemental, Urban Think-Tank (U-TT), Estudio 
Teddy Cruz, Architecture for Humantiy, Rural Studio and Rebar.  
Architectural design firms as Elemental, Urban Think-Tank and Estudio Teddy Cruz 
are playing a role of catalysts for the urban and social improvement in basically 
informal built environments. The key element of those groups are implementing the 
design idea for the improvement of the informal environment through an intensive 
process which end users, community leaders, governmental representatives and also 
design professionals are involved with the tool of architecture. There are other design 
catalysts that are either educational or non-profit organizations and are focusing in 
the task of serving for the un-served with the tool of architecture. Rural Studio, 
Rebar and Architecture for Humanity are remarkable examples of architectural 
collectives among many design activists.  
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Elemental, for example, built only half a house for the residents of the Iquique 
housing project, here the client was the real people of the actual Chile Barrio (Figure 
3.9). Each tenant was then free to finish the other half as finances and time allowed. 
The result is that all the inhabitants have the basic infrastructure needed in all 
residences but have the freedom to finish it to their taste (Url-3). This gave the 
freedom for the user and vitality diversity to the city with the help of design (Figure 
3.10). 
 
 
Figure 3.9 : Conceptual diagrams of the Iquique project | Quinta Monroy (Url-3) 
 
Figure 3.10 : Process of the Iquique project | Quinta Monroy (Url-3) 
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Estudio Teddy Cruz (ETC); has used similar proposals in projects with Casa Familiar 
and the Maquiladoras. The project Casa Familiar: Living Rooms at the Border 
includes 'open-air rooms' with electricity that can be inhabited as desired; they can be 
used for small businesses or street-level neighbourhood activity, emulating the form 
of housing across the border in Tijuana. The family units contain connected but 
separate spaces for the grandparents who usually help-out with childcare in migrant 
Latino families whilst parents are at work. Thus the particular living situations and 
the community's patterns of use inform the design, and its implementation allows for 
the development of a prototypical architecture that can become the model for 
developing low-income housing in the United State (Url-2)s. ETC, has been one of 
the primary social service organizations engaging and managing the shifting cultural 
demographics caused by immigration within many mid-city neighborhoods in the 
United States borderline. (Figure 3.11) 
 
Figure 3.11 : Casa Familiar | Living Rooms at the Border (Url-2) 
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Urban Think-Tank (U-TT); has designed in Caracas with similar approaches a home 
for street children, here the client was the Church Don Bosco. They created space for 
the children that are working on the streets using under-utilized land beneath the 
Francisco Fajardo highway (Figure 3.12). They created a facility offering both an 
orphanage and a rooftop sports field with an adjacent educational woodworking 
shop. U-TT explains their project with their progressive proposal; 
“Caracas maps designating public and private property ignore the space underneath 
freeway bridges, areas typically seized by Buhoneros (informal street vendors). This 
street-children‟s residence exploits the overlooked space below large-scale, existing 
infrastructure. In the bowels of the concrete leviathan, we fitted a main dormitory for 
30-plus street children. Stairs off of an external garden – used to grow a small plot of 
corn – lead to the building‟s upper floor roofed by the highway bridge, where, 
situated perpendicularly, a basketball court and a soccer field share a central play 
area. Adjacent to this play court lays the rooftop workshop, making the centre refuge 
into a trade school, stimulating entrepreneurship.” (Url-4) 
  
   
Figure 3.12 : Home for the street children | Caracas (Url-4) 
Another project from the U-TT group is the “Metro Cable”, this is a cable car 
system, which is integrated with the Metro System of Caracas, is 2.1 km in length 
and employs gondolas holding 8 passengers each. Metro Cable‟s capacity allows for 
the movement of 1.200 people per hour in each direction. Two stations is  in the 
valley and connected directly to the Caracas public transportation system. Three  
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additional stations are located along the mountain ridge, on sites that meet the 
demands of community access, established pedestrian circulation patterns, and also 
spatial availability for construction, ensuring minimal demolition of existing housing. 
Urban Think-Tank designed these five stations‟ designs sharing a basic set of 
components in common; platform levels, ramps for access, circulation patterns, 
materials, and structural elements. However, each station differs in configuration and 
additional functions, and the separate stations include cultural, social and system 
administrative functions; replacement of demolished residences with more homes, as 
well as public spaces; a gym, supermarket, and daycare center; and a link between 
the cable car system and the municipal bus circuit (Figure 3.13). 
 
Figure 3.13 : Metro Cable | San Agustin (Url-4) 
The group is involved in a new and revolutionary approach to urban planning in the 
first part of the project. Participatory design process was well-managed and 
educative for all sides. U-TT expresses the process as being innovative; “Our 
extensive past experience working in the barrios and with their community leaders 
has taught us that far from being naïve, they are well-informed and knowledgeable, if 
untutored, in the principles of planning and development. Indeed, residents possess a  
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firm understanding of what their communities need most.” (Url-4). Therefore the 
project was undertaken within participatory design process which included: 
 A public symposium and presentation at the Central University of Venezuela 
in Caracas, attended by architects, planners, other experts, university 
activists, and barrio leaders to question the government plan and to put forth 
alternatives. 
 Creating a task force to investigate alternatives: U-TT came together with San 
Agustin barrio residents and volunteers.   
 Selection of a cable-car system. It was ideally suited to the terrain, minimally 
invasive of the existing fabric, highly sustainable and flexible.  
 A one-day intensive charrette, conducted to refine the concept.  
 Finally analysis, planning, a media campaign and presentation was also 
needed to build support and funding for the project. 
Architecture for Humanity; is a NGO which is based on non-profit design services 
founded in 1999. It is a network of more than 50,000 professionals willing to share 
their time and expertise to help those who would not otherwise be able to afford their 
services; design, construction and development services where they are most 
critically needed. Each year 25,000 people directly benefit from structures designed 
by Architecture for Humanity. Also their works of advocacy, training and outreach 
programs impact an additional 60,000 people annually.  
The crucial thing about the Architecture for Humanity is that they channel the 
resources of the global funding community to meaningful projects that make a 
difference locally. Their clients include community groups, aid organizations, 
housing developers, government agencies, corporate divisions, and foundations. 
Simply they engage all stakeholders in the design process. 
One of the completed projects of the Architecture for Humanity is a primary school 
in Uganda. The Kutamba Primary School is a community-based organization for the 
elementary education of children orphaned by the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the 
Southern Uganda. In collaboration with Architecture for Humanity and the Nyaka 
AIDS Orphans School, Kutamba's parent organization and sister facility 48 miles  
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away, the project included the design and construction of a school facility including 
classrooms, offices, kitchen/dining, library, infirmary/nurse's space, and play space.  
 
Figure 3.14 : Drawings of the Kutamba Primary School, Uganda  (Url-5) 
The design took the benefit of renewable energy systems, local materials and 
building methods, and context-sensitive systems solutions and the construction took 
place on-site as a means to educate the community on the building and maintenance 
processes. Kutamba is an expansion of the existing Nyaka Primary School, which 
was established in 2001 to provide free education to AIDS orphans as a means to 
counteract pervasive hunger, poverty, and systemic deprivation (Figure 3.14 and 
Figure 3.15) (Url-5). 
 
Figure 3.15 : Construction and completion of the Kutamba Primary School (Url-5) 
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Rural Studio; is actually an undergraduate program of the School of Architecture at 
Auburn University. Rural Studio, conceived as a strategy to improve the living 
conditions in rural Alabama while imparting practical experience to architecture 
students, completed its first project in 1994. By time the focus has shifted from the 
design and construction of small homes to larger community projects.   
The projects are designed and built as charity projects by the students of the 
university and funded by donations and grants. Samuel Mockbee who is the founder 
of the program describes their objective as; "If architecture is going to nudge, cajole, 
and inspire a community to challenge the status quo into making responsible 
changes, it will take the subversive leadership of academics and practitioners who 
keep reminding students of the profession's responsibilities." (Url-6) 
 
Figure 3.16 : Carpet House (Url-6) 
Carpet House by 4
th
 year students of the Rural Studio was aimed to use worn carpet 
tiles in the construction of a house for the Harris family (Figure 3.16). The project 
was sponsored by Interface, one of the world's largest manufacturer of carpet tiles. 
The house walls contain 72,000 individual stacked tiles held in compression by a 
heavy wooden ring-beam. The tiles were held in storage for 7 years to ensure they no 
longer off-gassed.  (Url-6) 
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Rebar; is a San Fransisco based collective of artists, activists and designers. Rebar 
defines their approach of „Tactical Urbanism‟ as the use of modest or temporary 
revisions to urban space to seed structural environmental change (Merker, 2010). 
Their use of tactics is based on a belief that deep organizing structure (social, 
cultural, economic and other) have a two-way relationship with the physical 
environment, they both produce environment and reproduced by it (Merker, 2010).  
In downtown San Fransisco they paid a parking meter and built a temporary park 
within the white lines of the parking space – complete with lawn, a large shade tree 
and a park bench (Merker, 2010). The aim of the Rebar collective was to transform a 
parking spot into a PARK(ing) space, thereby temporarily expanding the public 
realm and improving the quality of urban human habitat, at least until the meter ran 
out (Url-1). In 2005 Rebar has started with a single lot in order to initiate a dialogue 
about our relationship with urban spaces. Today, Park(ing) Day has spread to over 
100 cities on 4 continents (Figure 3.17).  
 
Figure 3.17 : Park(ing) Day in San Fransisco (Url-1) 
Another remarkable project of Rebar is the “PARKcycle” which is a human-powered 
open space distribution system designed for agile movement within the existing auto-
centric urban infrastructure (Url-1). This is another guerilla urbanism act, which  
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provides open space benefits to neighborhoods, using a plug-and-play approach, as 
soon as it is parked. (Figure 3.18) The PARKcycle incorporated a water-storing skin 
and solar panels to power the brakers and lights, and used almost all recycled 
materials; it is pedal powered mobile park (Merker, 2010). 
  
Figure 3.18 : PARKcycle floating in the streets of San Fransisco (Url-1) 
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4.   THE LOCALE; ISTANBUL AS A PROJECT AREA 
Istanbul fits in the position where once it was designated for, a global city 
dominating its vast hinterland. In regard to this fact recently Istanbul is seen as a 
giant resource which offers immense potentiality in major sectors, almost as an 
economical, cultural and spatial oasis for the global capital. Keyder (1999) defines 
the situation as „the city of the Greeks, dersaadet (the seat of the bliss) to the 
Muslims, tzarigrad (emperor‟s city) to the Balkan people, was reduced to its 
consumption dimension, a vampire writ large.‟ However the city also offers huge 
potentiality and complexity with its topography, historical background, social 
structure and dynamics of man-made structures. To live in Istanbul means living in 
many, as any individual city folds in and stretches across via information, urban 
experience and economies.  
It is crucial to be able to examine Istanbul in a larger panorama in order to 
understand contemporary spatial configuration and urban formation. Thus with a 
brief introduction the dynamics of this megacity will be unveiled in which 
contemporary architectural positions and practices are shaped.  
In this chapter while locating Istanbul in the world map with comparative data from other 
megacities, its informal dynamics will also be outlined and surveyed via close look-up in 
the street life as a big operative laboratory. In regard to this global positioning and inner 
daily dynamics and massive informality, examples of the contemporary architectural 
responses and positions are being discussed. 
Given the fact that for some 2,500 years, being ruled as imperial capital for 
Byzantine and Ottoman Empires and then cultural capital for Europe, Istanbul has 
developed and re-developed itself. In terms of chronological classification of the 
urban transformation, four main eras are mentioned in urban studies. According to 
İlhan Tekeli‟s classification, timid modernity, radical modernity, populist modernity 
and obscure modernity. Akpınar (2010), originating from Tekeli‟s seminal 
classification, distinguishes this eras as;  
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 19th century - 1923: The Modernization of Pay-i That 
 1923 - 1950: Early Republican Period and Spatialization of the Modern city 
 1950 - 1980: The Visibility of the Populist Policies  
 1980 - 2010: Globalization of Istanbul   
 
Figure 4.1 : Historical Evolution of Istanbul‟s Urban Footprint (Urban Age Istanbul 
City Survey) dfsdcvdasbdrbgtbvcsxrasrvsdcxvc zxcx   
Since the city has immense strategic position in terms of location, geography and 
cultural characteristics all decisions of planning and architecture had either politic or 
commercial origins thus city was project area for many unfortunate applications and 
ideas that yielded in various radical transformations (Figure 4.1). It is a clear fact that 
this once imperial capital, surely promises bright future but in the same time blinds 
the eyes of the observer regarding its historical, cultural and spatial dynamics. 
Locating Istanbul on the world map will help grasping contemporary panorama of 
the city; what kind of development it offers and which part of the world it is situated 
with the help actual data. This section is focused on locating Istanbul among the 
megacities and redefining the city in terms of the level of informality that some of 
these megacities have. 
Istanbul has an extraordinary background of historical and strategically when 
compared to other megacities. Keyder (1999) renders this fact as „Istanbul always 
has been a world city unlike the other global cities; an imperial capital for more than 
fifteen hundred years, its legendary magnificence attracted the jealous gaze first of  
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Europe then of the Balkans and the Middle East.‟ Istanbul was the head of the two 
empires; Ottoman and Byzantine housed vast populations of bureaucrats, artisans, 
scholars and soldiers for the security of palace. It has a crucial location in terms of 
commercial connections; Bosphorus is a key point for Black Sea trade and Golden 
horn is a splendid natural harbor. The city was always the biggest market for 
merchants and travelers in the region. The accumulation of wealth by commercial 
came to rival that of the imperial and contemporary city‟s ruling. Keyder (1999) 
remarks that Istanbul suffered in all three states that ruled it, under the political 
efforts to control the parameters of mercantile activity and the result according to 
Keyder was various forms of informality; a pattern of accumulation that reflects the 
attempt to avoid or bypass political control.  
Despite its inner conflicts, Istanbul is seen as a bridge or a passage between East and 
West in the eyes of the world, thus Urban Age (2009) international conference that 
has been held in Istanbul presents the city as „The City of Intersections‟ emphasizing 
its position as a global city with its synergy, potentiality  and inner dynamics (Url-7). 
In the Urban Age Conference 2009 which was held in Istanbul, an extensive research 
„Istanbul City Survey‟ has been prepared for the conference in order to unveil this 
complexity and the level of informality of Istanbul. Research which was undertaken 
since 2005 and broadly Istanbul was compared with other selected megacities of the 
world such as London, Mumbai, Sao Paulo, Berlin, New York, Mexico City, 
Shanghai and Johannesburg. By investigating differing patterns of urban density, 
transport and governance, together with a wide range of social and economic 
indicators, the information provides comparative data for Istanbul today (See 
Appendix 1). As it is visible from the Urban Age City Survey, Istanbul is a 
developing city with its own problems, potentialities and dynamics. It offers an 
outstanding spatial configuration; informal and formal as merged into each other. 
Thus the city has dense urban formation with active population, productive and 
optimistic. Comparative studies like Urban Age shows that Istanbul is not yet among 
the developed cities but neither totally among the chaotic megacities, it simply has its 
own characteristics that makes it an exceptional urban configuration.   
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4.1 Understanding the Local Index of Unruled Practices 
The city of Istanbul, offers huge viability, flexibility and diversity in terms of 
urbanization, spatial and urban activities. As noted in the previous section, it has nor 
the characteristics of the planned global cities neither widespread chaotic urban life 
in the other megacities. Informality is one of the main characteristics of Istanbul, 
while formalizing is trying to surpassing the informal productions. Especially after 
1950s the city has witnessed massive changes in the urban strata, drifting the 
imperial city into a megacity which competes with the Global Cities in its own 
unique urban dynamics. Esen (2005) calls the development that is undertaken in 
Istanbul as „Self-Service Urbanization‟ which is a key aspect in the understanding 
and evaluation of spontaneous processes in urban planning and housing 
development, which began in 1945 and intensified after 1950.  
 According to Esen, this unique "Istanbul model" of informal self service 
urbanization model starting from 1950s appears to be an urban production and 
regeneration which, born out of necessity, was built on own resources despite of 
remarkable deficits in the area of public investment: without promotional funds, 
social engineers, state control, or involvement of big business (Esen, 2005). Actually 
the essence of "self-service urbanization" with many actors permitted the 
development of socio-economic and political buffer, cushion and integration 
mechanisms to cope with the otherwise hard-to-digest, huge impacts of massive 
immigration (Esen, 2005). 
Rapid urbanization has been a hot topic in the urban discourse since 1980s, informal 
dynamics of the city was habitually investigated under „informal settlements‟ 
namely; gecekondu. But the city offered a wider sense of informalization; informal 
sector, informal construction, informal activities and informal management styles. 
Istanbul has its unique way of urban life, which orients the urbanite into formal life 
of everyday informal examinations. According to Lanz (2005) the life of this 
formal/informal contradiction creates a complex environment for the urbanite; „If 
you make it in Istanbul, you can make it everywhere‟.  Moreover this formal and 
informal dialectic bears not only the mutualism but only the notions of polarization 
in the city.   
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Lanz (2005) describes the critical dualism of the city; urban poor and the urban elite, 
which creates an urban panorama of „Anti-Istanbul‟, a terra incognita of the informal 
urbanities.  
“What turns out to be a total blind spot marking this image of urbanity in Berlin and 
Istanbul are the international immigrants of the past years, arriving as refugees, on 
tourist visas or illegally to stay temporarily or permanently. The conjured urbanity 
abandoned to alleged decline thus proves to be a selective model, based on the 
construction of the own - the civilized urban middle classes - versus the alien - the 
de-civilized, immigrated or proletarian masses - and thus on drawing up a border in 
an excluding manner” (Lanz, 2005). 
However Istanbul‟s urban configuration is not only shaped by this survival of 
newcomers but also with the everyday activity of an ordinary urbanite, self-strategic 
decisions of policy makers and profit-based private sector. Patching all these 
invisible acts of the city, creates a complex urban ecosystem, in the documentary of 
Imre Azem in 2010, this situation was interpreted as a chaotic urban sphere; 
„Ecumenopolis: The City Without Limits‟. The terms was coined by Constantinos 
Doxiadis in 1967, to represent the idea that in the future urban areas and 
megalopolises would eventually fuse and there would be a single continuous 
worldwide city as a progression from the current urbanization and population growth 
trends (Azem, 2011).  
 
Figure 4.2 : Screen shots from the trailer of Ecumenopolis (Azem, 2010) 
Documentary brought the notions of rapid urbanization, informal decision making 
and housing dynamics of the megacity of Istanbul with a holistic approach to 
Istanbul, questioning not only the transformation, but the dynamics behind it as well. 
The city was articulated in a apocalyptic urban situation in which Mücella Yapıcı 
(Chamber of Architects of Istanbul, Center of Disaster Management) was extracting  
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the situation as “In Istanbul, you have crossed the ecological limits, crossed the 
population limits, crossed the economic limits. If you ask me where this is all going 
to lead, I will quote from Doğan Kuban: chaos.” (Figure 4.2). 
Still the polarization of the urban dynamics and complexity of the postmodern cities 
today does create a deep and rich urban resource for the urban theorists. One of the 
creative feedbacks coming from the contradiction of the city is in the recent book of 
Stefano Boeri. He coins the concept of „Anti-City‟ and remarks that this state of 
polarization does not always emerges from the fact that too many similar kinds of 
lives are concentrated in spaces which are too alike where there is an alienation from 
the urban condition (Boeri, 2011). In his term of „Anti-City‟ he proposes being 
polarized as anti-forms in a city which brings a deep energy of maintenance and 
existence. According to Boeri Anti-city does not develop through concentration and 
closure, but rather in those where urban connections are diluted (Boeri, 2011). In this 
emerging concept, the contemporary situation of rapid developing urban formations 
is considered not as an alternative to cities that are inherited from centuries of 
history, but instead a postmodern version of their situation. Boeri articulates this 
concept as: 
 
“While it is part of contemporary life, the Anti-city co-exists with other historic 
forms of production in the city, with its important social and physical divisions 
linked to industrial modernity, the expansion related to the Renaissance era, the 
mono-centrism of  the medieval city. In order to develop, it has no need to destroy 
the physical legacy of the city, but tends, rather, to conquer it from the inside and 
reconfigure its spaces, erecting barriers and breaking them up “ (Boeri, 2011). 
 
With the concept of Anti-City, Boeri brings up the discussion of City vs. Anti-City 
dialectic; in order to maintain a system two parts are to be considered and 
complementing each other. Boeri (2011) remarks this as; „It is an underground city 
which has always flowed in the veins of every urban community. A river which 
collects urban energies linked to daily lives and pushes them towards individualism 
and fragmentations which, at times, explode.‟ pointing the extreme duality of these 
complex cities.  
Therefore, despite its inner conflicts and brutal forces for rapid and clumsy 
urbanization, Istanbul has a unique urban equilibrium, an aura that enables urbanites 
both surviving and stabilizing their vital requirements. Be that it is economical need, 
spatial expression or creative resource, the city offers huge diversity in terms of man- 
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made environment. The design professionals, architects and urban designers as their 
colleagues in the rest of the world do, they also may well interpret this man-made 
complexity into the design and planning knowledge. 
The terms; metropolis, megalopolis, megacity and ecumenopolis are all symbolizing 
big cities of human settlements. These settlements are signifying the heterogeneity 
and complexity. As stated in the previous section, Istanbul which is one of them is 
composed of numerous layers of data, space, user, activity. Metropolis or megacities 
are in heterogeneous structure which includes the written norms, and except that this 
order layout, there is another hidden layout of informality. From the informality 
point of view, excavation of these layers needs extended attention and time in terms 
of research, mapping and comprehending.   
The informal cities are articulated with social determination and carried as practices 
of self-construction, reorganizing and appropriation activities on daily basis. 
Depending on this given fact, sophistication of Lefebvre‟s „Production of Space‟ 
should be mentioned; in which surplus value is produced through the 
commodification and exchange of space (Lefebvre, 1991). Roy affirms with such a 
conceptualization follows a host of corollary concepts about forms of regulation and 
formations of space (Roy, 2009). In this context, Istanbul is the domain of „urban 
entrepreneurialism‟ which according to Roy, the state is now an agent instead of the 
regulator. As in Graham and Marvin‟s work demonstrate that such productions of 
space yield a highly uneven metropolitan landscape, a splintering urbanism of 
„secessionary networked spaces‟ and „black holes‟ (Graham & Marvin, 2001). 
Informality, which is in any mega urban landscape as well as in Istanbul, produces an 
uneven spatial geography of spatial value facilitating the urban logic of creative 
destruction and construction.  
Although the urban layout is protected with the written rules or orders, but apart from 
this order there are other sub-systems which interact with it in many and are not yet 
put into order; informalities. This explains why metropolis is in constant motion; 
never reach a state of balance. Therefore, city will always change by the time and 
will transform. This dynamics of these cities are known as to offer potential for the 
birth of the „new occasions‟ thus offering an active environment. Woods (1991) 
defines this particular environment as „heterarchy‟. As the hierarchy is static, the 
priority is fixed and the seat of authority is imposed by the nature of authority where  
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in heterarchy there are power networks that are varying by the time (Woods, 1991). 
This forces that are creating heterarchy in the cities are the sub-cultural layer. These 
urban informalities that are creating another way order that is not yet put in the  
normative layout of the city pushes out of daily life of a certain order and would 
exceed the limitations of the norms of everyday life in the city to be able to give birth 
of new ideas. Actually the city is in a dynamic relationship between combination of 
informality and formality and their interactions, re-interpretations of these layouts 
and thereby the city is in a constant transformation (Şenel, 2002). This conservation 
is necessary for its existence and viability of the city. Şenel (2002) notes that it 
would be explained as the notion of metropolis creativity. In all of these entities the 
architecture is also in the form of a conversion. The local index of unruled practices 
may be referred as into two parts first is the informality of networking and everyday 
activities and then there is the other one of spatial informality in the cities. Both 
informalities of spatial and the network enrich the urban life and creativity of 
Istanbul.  
“Informality of Networks + Spatial Informality = Local Index of Urban Informality” 
Cities are complex systems that are experienced and understood by in the form of 
representation of space and time. This representation consists of a whole system 
where the signs, written words, speeches, paintings, photographs, maps, and the 
signals, choreographed movements, placements, activities, buildings and places as 
are distributed. These users and creators of the tools that represent the system can be 
identified as the actors which construct the urban space in general (Dereli, 2010). 
Design and construction of the built environment can be considered as a process 
where different practitioners and decision-making with having diverse goals and 
motivations. Dereli (2010) notes that these actors interact on a specific urban issue 
and with each other constantly, constitute an organizational framework for the 
evolution of the built environment where they belong to. The interaction of these 
sub-systems and with the normative layout creates a variety of actions, spaces and 
activities of informal and formal practices.  
Roy (2009) notes as „urban entrepreneurialism‟ of the urban poor in the action of 
self-help defines the networks of the city. Networks are originated on the everyday 
activities and urban survival of the ordinary citizen. These local unruled practices 
offers the high creativity of the urban life of a city where the uncertainties and  
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coincidences arise from the dynamics of everyday life, actions of the ordinary citizen 
that of creative tactics, strategies and interventions. For Istanbul, it is easy to observe 
such informal layout which symbolizes the counterpart of norms and thus creates 
heterachical urban strata instead of hierarchical one.  As stated in the previous 
chapter with this fruitful encounter depending on the sequence and intensity of this 
daily activity of the subject within the cityscape, triggers the creative action or an 
idea. The process of creation undergoes in the cityscape or streets, extensively but 
still as a hidden layer. The everyday life of the street when observed carefully, 
reveals the hidden traces of the creative diversity of the extraordinary productions 
and uses plus the (in)visible operations and preparations that took place during these 
daily productions of self-realization. 
Here are some of the examples from urban activities; for instance in the streets of 
Istanbul, it is ordinary to see garbage collectors, each one actually is collecting 
different material; glass, metal, paper. This is an informal layer of „Urban Recycle 
System‟; each garbage picker collects another type of material from garbage in his 
own district and once he completely fills the trunk he sells them to the main collector 
(Figure 4.3). Thus household garbage is revised, every item is somehow categorized 
and recycled and of course by this way some unqualified citizen earned money with 
this ongoing everyday Urban Recycle System. This informal system is crucial for the 
maintenance urban life in other words this is how informality sets a foundation for 
the formal consumerism. 
 
Figure 4.3 : Garbage Collectors (Url-16) 
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In this urban laboratory one of the daily activities is the street vendors or Street 
Marketers that are working in the city‟s ferry line. Each one is selling a specific item, 
lemon juice maker, sharp knife, special functioned pen… not necessarily an object 
that is searched exactly but the creativity lays on the marketing techniques of the 
vendor. High tone of the voice, rhymed sentences, interesting gestures and verbal 
metaphors; it is an innovative way of urban entrepreneurship (Figure 4.4).  
 
Figure 4.4 : Various Street Marketers in the Ferries (Url-16) 
Besides the informal economical activities, in social structure of Istanbul there are 
significant examples of the informal spatial practices. When closely observed, it can 
be traced from urban life the informal spatializations of the social demands. First one 
is a cliché for Istanbul, picnicking especially in the weekends of huge families in any 
green area of the city (Figure 4.5). The reason is simple, the city doesn‟t offer 
enough green areas, parks and open recreational areas to the user. Therefore the 
informal creates the solution as Guerilla Picnicking.  
 
Figure 4.5 : Landscape of the Informal Picnicking in Istanbul (Url-16) 
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Formal spaces of leisure and entertainment are not affordable for everybody in 
Istanbul. Still informal has a strong need to entertain and enjoy life and the city, 
sometimes interesting spatial usages occur in the cityscape. Next to Beşiktaş Ferry 
Station of Kadıköy, group of people gather in a specific time of the day and dance 
the traditional dance of Black Sea region of Turkey (Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.6 : Informal Dance Floor of „Horon‟(Url-16) 
The informalities of networks can be economical, leisure, socializing or just for fun.  
Everyday life of the city sets up many of these examples, each day repeatedly in 
despite of the written rules and norms; creating a heterarchy. 
4.2 Tracing Spatial Informality as a Flâneur  
As stated in previous sections cities offer a fruitful diversity of manmade 
environment for the design professionals. Many researches, projects, designs and 
artworks are based on the cities complex formation and ordinary urbanites self-
expressions. In this research, as Istanbul was chosen to be case study, this urban 
diversity will be traced. This diversity is interpreted as urban creativity in this 
research; the main intention is to understand the informal production of space and 
urban performances. The best setting in observing the ordinary citizen or in other 
words informal, are the streets where he confronts himself and the real world in the  
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everyday life of the cityscape. Dereli (2010) notes that street gets nourished from the 
façades surrounding it, extension, indentations and several usages, while offering the 
possibility for space, freedom of self-realization and excitement thereby provides a 
democratic medium for ordinary citizen.  
Therefore, the streets of Istanbul are an active urban laboratory for any kind of 
informalizations. It is crucial to grasp the reflections of the spatial informality both 
on the urban life and on the architectural design knowledge. Everyday activities and 
solutions turn into a small-scale applications or realizations of the specific need of 
the ordinary urbanite. As designers and architects living in this city, these small-scale 
implementations of the ideas offer tremendous number of well-thought and practical 
solutions. Thus, this creates an urban database for future design or architectural 
solutions. As every informal city has their own urban informality database, Istanbul 
offers a vast number of those and this research is undertaken in order to reveal this 
notion of creative urban database of urban informality. This urban laboratory offers a 
database for the design professionals but in the same time this particular urban aura 
drifts the practices and creativity in a certain way because of its vivid, active and 
complex urban dynamics. The tracing of these partly in-visible spatializations of 
informality leads the research to reveal the particular urban setting for the design 
professionals to practice particularly.  
This research is undertaken in order to reveal the sensitive relation with urban 
informality and the architectural practices. Another vital issue about spatial 
informality is that Istanbul has its own way of urbanization, which is an informal 
way of living. As in the previous section the network informality was introduced, 
hence the spatial informality in this section is under exploration. In the pursuit of this 
spatial tracing, with a holistic approach “walking” was chosen to be the main method 
in the selected sites of Istanbul.  In the pursuit of strolling on the streets of Istanbul as 
a key concept, the term of flâneur is borrowed from C. Baudelaire (2003). He 
characterized the flâneur as a "gentleman stroller of city streets", here the flâneur has 
a key role in understanding, participating in and portraying the city. Almost as the 
same way of Baudelaire‟s flâneur, the group has created their own walkscapes and 
documented their own examples on the streets of the selected sites. For this site-
specific study the architectural lecture (MIM 390E Environmental Analysis in 
Architecture), which is conducted by the author in Istanbul Technical University  
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Faculty of Architecture, was organized to be able to discuss in a medium of diverse 
point of views for the sake of the subjectivity.  
With the guidance of the definition for the spatial informality, with a group of 
students a series of mindful discussions and explorations were done. In the lecture, 
spatial informality was conducted as the spatial expression of an everyday or habitual 
requirement of the ordinary citizen which carries a hidden architectural and design 
knowledge behind it. In the pursuit of spatial informality, the focal point was to 
challenge this hidden idea in the „un-designed‟ situations. In order to do so some 
methods of observation, visual documentation, remapping, abstraction (is created 
with Architect Carlos Arroyo) of the spatial data was used for to comprehend the 
spatial informalities.   
In order to trace the informal usages which shapes the unique everyday life and 
spaces of Istanbul, districts that are critical important for the urban characteristics of 
Istanbul was to selected in order to experiment the urban informality. The sites that 
were selected are needed to display the unique characteristics of Istanbul; vivid, 
active, fragmented, traditional and multi-layered. As their multi-cultural and 
frequently changing dynamics it is then decided to trace the urban informality in 
Çukurcuma, Fener-Balat, Tahtakale and Kadıköy as a Flâneur with casual routes of 
five different perspectives, thus creating particular maps of informality; “walkscapes 
of informal Istanbul”. (Figure 4.7) 
 
Figure 4.7 : Location of the Case Study 
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4.2.1 Çukurcuma 
The history of Çukurcuma dates back to more than 500 years ago, once was home to 
a large Greek community. Today it is with the charm of an old neighborhood flea 
market in an upscale café and gallery district. Part of Pera and Beyoğlu, in 
Çukurcuma will find the 16th century Çukurcuma Mosque, by Mimar Sinan 
(Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Vol.3). Today it is however hip bohemian district, where 
tapestries and neon signs mix with sultan-signed candelabras and mirrors lined with 
fading starlets.  
Many shop owners are descendents of non-Turkish residents whose families have 
inhabited the area for centuries. Hosting over 150 antique shops, some shops are 
bursting with Ottoman-era antiques and Turkish cultural souvenirs (Istanbul 
Ansiklopedisi, Vol.3). Beside them are avant-garde art workshops and high fashion 
boutiques which reflect todays contemporary Turkish designs. Çukurcuma is like a 
labyrinth of a residential and shopping quarter that is part relic, part ahead of its time 
and also shows sets up scenery of daily residential atmosphere. 
Strolling in the streets of Çukurcuma, this multi-identity characteristic was one of the 
most striking element; old/new, leisure/shopping/resident, local/foreigner, etc. In this 
fruitful urban panorama, informality was emerged in different styles. Especially the 
usage of the narrow streets, the cloth hanging solutions, roof-top bars; it makes the 
district full of ideas of everyday. (Figure 4.8) Here are five selected examples from 
five different perspectives;  
1. Cloth-Dryer: Practical solution for space of drying the clothes, using a 
wooden stick that is attached to window. It is easily removed because it is not 
fixed thus enabling to be able to take the rope with clothes inside. 
2. Platform: In order to create a smooth surface for the tables, owner created a 
platform. It is a practical response to the steepy streets and sidewalks for 
having a plain surface. 
3. Street animals: They use the hidden part of the city, sometimes the gaps in the 
stairs. 
4. Vertical Garden: Because of the location of the resident, user created a 
vertical barrier for to avoid eye contact. This vertical flower pots also 
performs as a garden. User decorated his panorama with the green wall effect. 
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5. Top-floor café: Istanbul has many top-floor cafés in order to catch the 
Bosphorus view. The lift of the residential building is used as a semi-public 
transportation even though it only belongs to residents of the building.  
 
Figure 4.8 : Tracing Informality; Çukurcuma 
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4.2.2 Fener / Balat 
Surrounded by Byzantine city walls from the 5th century AD to the west, the Golden 
Horn to the north, Fener and Balat districts are located on the historic peninsula of 
Istanbul (Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Vol.2-4). Fener was the residence of upper classes 
and the bourgeoisie with its hewn stone buildings and richly ornamented house 
facades. Until the 1960s, Fener preserved its identity as a Greek neighborhood 
(Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Vol.4). Balat is known as a Jewish quarter--with a small 
Armenian population-- dating back to the Byzantine period. The wealthiest section of 
the inhabitants left the district and moved to Galata. Besides after the establishment 
of Israel, the Jewish population was reduced to a minority in Balat, and a new wave 
of immigrants arrived from the towns of the Black Sea region, especially from 
Kastamonu (Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Vol.2). 
Once a focal point of the social and cultural lives of Greeks, Armenians and Jews, 
the Fener and Balat districts are presently inhabited by a mostly Muslim population 
that immigrated from other cities and rural areas. Today due to low rents, the result 
was the transformation of the urban structure of Fener and Balat districts.. These 
districts hold a key position in the adaptation to the urban environment of a 
population that is poor and lacking the economic resources to carry out the necessary 
repair and maintenance of the architectural structure. In the sense of transformation a 
significant lifestyle into another form, Fener - Balat introduces generous examples of 
residential lifestyle. Once belonged to rich and wealthy minorities, today hosts the 
urban poor that have no access to proper urban services. The urban lifestyle, 
residential habits, economical status is radically altered, thus effected the production 
of activities and space configuration. (Figure 4.9)  
1. Hanger: Interactive neighborhood cloth dryer system. 
2. Extension1: A balcony that has put to have extra space. Façade improvisation 
by the user. 
3. Resting spot: Due to lack of common spaces in the district, with the help of 
an umbrella and small chairs, tables, a sidewalk is altered to a leisure space. 
Although it is dangerously in front of an excavation, hold back with a weak 
fence, users are comfortably resting.  
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4. Pot platform: Users need extra spaces for the flowers, here they added 
wooden plates in order to have one. 
5. Extension 2: New version of balcony addition to the façade. 
 
Figure 4.9 : Tracing Informality; Fener – Balat 
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4.2.3 Tahtakale 
Situated in Eminönü, this district has strategically and historical importance for 
Istanbul; in Byzantium era Tahtakale was a Venetian commercial district which was 
near Golden Horn and linking Galata and city center (Eminönü). Since then it was 
the region for various types of goods; fish market and spice market. As it was 
location for Venetian colony it hosted resident and shops of the colony‟s superiors. 
In Ottoman era, this characteristic was sustained and even increased the number of 
facilities of commercial; as a symbol of rich commercial area mosque of Rüstem 
Paşa was built in 16th century. Due to its location of close relations with port and 
highly commercial pier, Tahtakale was always commercial and business district for 
Byzantium, Ottoman and today. The district was full of any type of goods for this 
reason and the street names are the evidence of this diversity; Box-makers, Soap-
makers, Coffee-sellers, Wooden-makers, etc. Tahtakale is one of the districts that 
preserved its original street formation. Once hosted the residents of the Venetian 
colony today is mainly for shops and storage (Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Vol.6).  
Today Tahtakale offers intertwined structure of vehicles, sellers, tourists, local 
shoppers traffic. Shops that are selling almost the same goods are situated next to 
each other, forming long, winding and repetitive streets.  Goods differ from each 
other, some are original hand-made, some are „Made in China‟ and the rest are 
mostly a Turkish copy of an original brand. Shops are generally very small; some are 
not even 2m² but still serving for toy shop. Tahtakale provide a fruitful place for 
urban creativity in terms of commercial activities, how the shop keepers use every 
inch of the shop, how they represent their goods in most efficient and attractive way, 
how do portative street vendors attract the people walking in the street to their goods, 
how do street vendors position themselves, how is the street life and sidewalk usage, 
etc. Being a flâneur these were the questions directed to the striking elements of 
urban informality and which were observed and documented. (Figure 4.10) 
1. Interval: Tahtakale is very dense district that is why any gap, space or interval 
is either a shop or place to relax.  
2. Ayrancı: Unique design for „ayran‟ vending vehicle. It is walking, preserving 
and performing as a transportable shop. 
3. Enter: Due to lack of space, sidewalks are altered into entrance staircases. 
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4. Showcase: Transportable, practical and light small scale shop. The owner 
carries it, when there is a control or if he thinks to move to a better spot to sell 
them. 
5. 2 m² shop: Tahtakale is very unique district since it has many shops that are 
actually below the standard size. Since the rents are high and it is still an 
important site for commercial activities, so that any spot regardless the size, 
is changed into an atelier or shop with handiness. 
 
Figure 4.10 : Tracing Informality; Tahtakale 
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4.2.4 Kadıköy 
Kadıköy is the oldest and longest inhabited district of contemporary Istanbul. It is 
much older than the area on the European part of the city, dating back to 5500-5300 
BC during the Chalcolithic period. Kadıköy was the city of Chalcedon, an ancient 
Greek colony, built in 685 BC, before the city of Byzantium which was built in 667 
BC. In the following centuries the extended and multicultural history of the area 
continued as Chalcedon had been under Persian, Bithynian, Roman and eventually 
Byzantine rule for the longest period. During the Ottoman period the area became 
part of the jurisdiction of the Istanbul Courts, which were established on the opposite 
side of the Bosporus Sea in the district of Eminönü.  
During the Ottoman period, Kadıköy became a central agricultural market and hosted 
summer villas of prominent people of the Ottoman capital. Kadıköy mainly hosted 
the Greek, Jewish and Armenian wealthy families and their urban facilities back 
then. Even today this multicultural past may be understood from several architectural 
monuments; synagogues, churches and schools; the Armenian church Surp Tavakor, 
the Greek-Orthodox churches, Hagia Triada and Hagia Efimia, the Catholic church, 
Eglise de L‟Assomption, the Anatolian Protestant Church and the Hemdat Israel 
Synagogue.  
As one of the oldest districts in Istanbul, Kadıköy represents some of the finest 
examples of Ottoman architecture. There are plenty Ottoman buildings and houses in 
the area, most of them renovated. Kadıköy is mainly a residential district but also 
contains several shops and open markets, as a supplementary activity to the residents. 
Not only the open markets and shop streets but also passages are situated vastly in 
the commercial parts of Kadıköy. Typical western characterized apartment buildings 
can be found in Moda where once urban lifestyle was ahead of its time. (Figure 4.11) 
1. Shop-Street; Practical solution for space that is protecting the goods. 
2. Catwalk: A cat lover user of Moda, designed a platform for the cats to walk in 
from the window. 
3. Showcase: The empty building‟s entrance performs as a window for the street 
shop.  
4. Stop: The unused platform and shop window is used as a table for to use 
publically.  
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5. Trunk: Sometimes tree trunks are turned into a storage for the street vendors. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 : Tracing Informality; Kadıköy 
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4.3 Emerging Practices  
Megacities have complex structure that has variety and combination of informal anf 
formal sub-systems. It is a known fact that urban management of these complex 
structures are not able to deal with the vast urban landscape. Thus design 
professionals, urban academicians and NGO‟s are taking responsibility with un-
touched or yet unknown urban paradoxes. With the emerging movement in the 
world, Turkish architects and designers are too, attracted by the notion of small 
interventions, design activism and data-originated projects. The core of the projects 
and interventions are based on mainly datascaping, design activism and proactive 
process. Kanıpak (2010) notes that being an initiator for a design proposal is 
concerning the particular urban problem, basically drives the attention to that 
particular issue and starts a reaction. Proactive approach in architecture does not only 
mean the design competition but also full-intellectual design inititative. According to 
Kanıpak, it is not too naive to believe these proposals could be utilized in the real-life 
management of the city (Kanıpak,2010). Since these design actions are catalyst in the 
process of solving the urban paradox. That is the reason of recent literature of 
emerging concepts of architects, it is common to see the position of being; catalyzer.  
The common part of the recent positions of the world and also the Turkish architects 
which can be categorized as in design activism, proactive approach or being 
catalyzer, is that their projects are based on research, data and holistic methods. In 
recent years perspective in architectural practices has been altering also in Istanbul, 
as Boyer (2005) indicates the data of the urban dynamics poses more importance in 
the design process. Like in other informal megacities, architects in Istanbul also, are 
discussing the effect of massive, super structures and eradicative urban and 
architectural projects in the city. For the informal cities it is inevitable fact that in this 
kind of a delicate and complex urban setting, making decisions that is not relevant 
with the context results in immense side-effects. Istanbul has gone through big urban 
projects, architectural enterprises and construction investments. Thus some of the 
design professionals in Istanbul, like other colleagues around the world, appropriated 
new way of design response in which formal disciplines are interpreting the 
informals and informality with the help of the information, mapping, activism and 
design. The latest motto of these architects may be summarized as; "düşün, araştır,  
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fikirleştir, diyagramlaştır, tasarla, provoke et..." and translation would be; „think, 
search, conceptualize, diagramize, design, provoke‟. 
In this section, first designing in the sudden changes of urban life will be discussed 
and in the second section, current Turkish design professionals will be discussed 
according to their recent projects in regard to the new positions, tools and motivation 
of architecture as stated in the previous chapter.  
4.3.1 Designing in The Vivid Urban Impetus 
In this research the urban exploration of urban informality that is unveiled in the 
previous section, in order to understand the close relation in practicing architecture 
with those in the similar urban setting around the world. The initial question of this 
research is originated on the assumption which implies informality as a way of living 
in the partciular cities triggers the customary way of practicing architecture and alters 
to new approaches to the built environment, urban strata and cultural life, so it does 
also for the architects in  Istanbul. As described in the previous chapter in the 
informal settings of the world, architects recently follows the other ways of doing 
architectural and urban planning practices. Since the urban expansion is an 
unavoidable fact of the world, emerging planning and design techniques for to do 
interventions in this agglomeration in order to have right to the urban setting and 
services are getting even more difficult everyday. Recent year not only the architects 
and urbanists in all over the world but also in Istanbul, have shown their professional 
interest in understanding these dynamics and producing alternative way of 
approaching them.  
In the context of Istanbul the city conveys its the problematic urban paradoxes in 
practicing especially as architects, urbanists and designers. Thus this fact of 
contradictions and frictions introduces several notions into professional habitat. The 
level of informality index is very high if compared to other Global Cities, thus urban 
life includes much different dynamics. Today in order to take an action in/to the city 
refers to being activist, catalyzer and proactive. Kanıpak (2010) remarks that the 
cliché of client oriented architecture is no more valid for contemporary architecture. 
As Istanbul embraces phenomenal changes during last decades, architects and 
urbanists are taking critical positions while producing activist and design proposals 
for the city. In order to understand the actual positions in the city of Istanbul, selected  
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architects are being interviewed; Boğaçhan Dündaralp-DDRLP, Sevince Bayrak-
SO?, Murat Cemal Yalçıntan-STOP. Hereby three groups of the selected architects 
and urbanists are being asked multiple questions for to describe their positions in 
architectural practices in order to have a subjective evaluation (See Appendix 2). 
These architects also have examples of their recent productions in the next section. 
World‟s emerging architectural concepts in the previous chapter were classified 
under specific terms of; actor, tool/method, debate, target. Selected projects and 
architects are shown with the Turkish architects in relation with this classification in 
Figure 4.12. As the figure indicates the common practices of selected teams both 
global and local, have tremendous proximity that of the recent practices in Istanbul 
with the global approaches. Yet the global approaches are more productive in small 
scale projects; creative organizations, social projects and design interventions. While 
architects in Istanbul, are more timid positions in the means of experimentations in 
activist designs and participation with NGO and local government is rare where 
private institutions such as; cultural and educational institutions are more supportive 
for architectural actions.  
 
Figure 4.12 : Overall Comparison with the World‟s Emerging Positions 
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It should be also noted that complex urban nature of Istanbul is not only a 
problematic issue but also creative notion in terms of inspiration. Istanbul regardless 
of being Global City, it has its unique dynamics of being an imperial, global and 
informal city. These dynamics of Istanbul offer high potential for the birth of the 
„new occasions‟ thus offering an active environment. Here are the significant 
examples of Istanbul prepares an urban layout as a creative resource thus leading 
variety of events taking reference from it; 9
th
 Istanbul Biennial, The 22
nd
 congress of 
the International Union of Architects, URBAN AGE Istanbul Conference,etc.  
9
th
 Istanbul Biennial - “Istanbul”: 
In the year of 2005, 9
th
 Istanbul Biennial of IKSV (Istanbul Kültür Sanat Vakfı) was 
just curated on the theme of “Istanbul”. 53 artists and artist groups are selected to 
look, live and produce in/for Istanbul. The biennial was curated by Charles Esche 
and Vasif Kortun with assistant curators Esra Sarigedik and November Paynter.  
“It refers both to the real urban location and the imaginative charge that this city 
represents for the world. 'Istanbul' as a metaphor, as a prediction, as a lived reality, 
and an inspiration have many stories to tell and the Biennial will attempt to tap 
directly into this rich history and possibility” (Url-14). 
Without doubt the complexity of the city is also challenging and inspiring for the 
artists. Unexpected urban life is also triggering senses of the observer, here it is the 
artist. Curators wanted to open up this urban debate to the spectator with the tool of 
art. Cities are mostly discussed, criticized and documented by architects and urban 
planners as a project. By these art biennials, variety of interpretations is located in 
the urban discourse of the selected city, which is definitely improving the urban 
heritage of creativity and productivity. For this reason, the city should be sensed and 
experienced with a close look up. Therefore around half of the artists that were 
participators, have been invited to live and work in Istanbul for between one and six 
months. And in contrary of this group, the other half of the Biennial is made up of 
working from elsewhere around the world. These created an act of a medium 
enabling comparisons and conflicts among Istanbul itself, allowing the visitors to see 
this city more clearly through other urban and rural narratives. Many of these artists 
are based in cities with a strong historic connection to Istanbul, from Cairo to 
Prishtinë, Almaty to Berlin (Url-14). 
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“The Biennial will not use any of the historic monuments, preferring to work in sites 
that have a more common reference to the everyday life of the city in the Beyoğlu 
and Galata neighborhoods. The sites are an apartment block, an old customs 
storehouse, a former tobacco depository, a gallery, a shop, a theatre and an office 
building. Each building provides very different kinds of spaces for the works. The 
walk between these venues should also be seen as a part of the biennial experience 
with a few public works but mostly with the fabric of this area of Istanbul to inspire 
our visitors and serve as a way for them to shift their observation of the city for a 
moment under the influence of the biennial artists.” (Url-14). 
 
The 22
nd
 congress of the International Union of Architects (UIA) - “CITIES: Grand 
Bazaar of ArchitectureS”: 
Another international event was held in Istanbul on 2005, 22
nd
 Congress of UIA. The 
UIA congress generates an opportunity to review the global agenda of architecture 
which has been organized triennially since 1948 until now in several countries with 
participation of architects and urban planners holding diverse nationalities and 
experiences. In 2005 the main theme of the congress was clearly inspired from 
Istanbul; Grand Bazaar of ArchitectureS.  The 15
th
 century Ottoman Empire covered 
market of Grand Bazaar (Kapalıçarşı) is located in Eminönü district, hosts more than 
3000 of retail shops. Situated in 30.700 m² representing a big mixture of goods, 
people, and flow of both which cannot be reproduced in today‟s contemporary 
shopping mall (Url-17). Grand Bazaar is a living organism with its inner dynamics 
and outer impacts just like Istanbul.  
“Bazaar' as a metaphor, accommodates both positive and negative ideas. The 
positive aspects are plurality, unity in diversity, competition in solidarity and 
festivity, while their negative counterparts point to commercialization, 
commodification, fierce consumerism, and chaos. Architecture is first and foremost a 
cultural capital, the most tangible one, precipitating and solidly materializing in 
cities. If cities are the marketplace of such an invaluable resource, the need for their 
careful design and management is pressing. In spite of the overwhelming amount of 
funds allocated for the construction and rehabilitation of cities, the end result is often 
a low quality living/working environment due to the lack of expertise, creative 
thinking, and consideration for social justice ” (Url-17) 
 
URBAN AGE Istanbul Conference 2009 - “Istanbul, City of Intersections”: 
The Urban Age Istanbul conference offered a mirror to reflect on issues of critical 
importance with the world‟s leading experts of urban change. The impact of ever-
increasing and unequal sprawl on carbon emissions and sustainable city living, the 
exponential increase in car ownership and the debilitating effect of uncontrolled 
growth on basic urban infrastructure such as public transport, water and sewer  
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systems are analyzed in the context of a deep historical urbanism, emerging local 
governance structures, a challenging global economy and new forms of multi-polar 
politics (Url-7). 
4.3.2 Design Responses for the Informality 
Regarding the contemporary urban changes, architects, designers and planner are 
massively searching ways to interpret, challenge and provoke the informal realities 
of Istanbul. While dealing with the informality, these design professionals use the 
benefit of several tools and methods; workshops, design competitions, activism, 
proactive approaches, documentation, and small interventions. As extracted in the 
previous section these are the emerging concepts of the contemporary urban 
discourse in Istanbul, which are followed by a series of projects. Here some of them 
are being exposed as two main groups. First one is project-based collective groups; 
STOP (Sulukule Platformu), BostanA (Alternative Project Initiative), Made in 
Şişhane (Designers‟ Collective). Second group contains the architecture offices or 
groups of multi-disciplinary design professionals; DDRLP, Superpool, Imkanmekan, 
So?. (Figure 4.13) 
 
Figure 4.13 : Location of the Selected Projects 
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STOP: 
Some notable projects are developed in recent years in terms of insurgency and urban 
democracy posing criticism for the its daily altering extraordinary urbanization and 
decision making of Istanbul. Sulukule Platformu is one of the examples of critical 
activism which enhance the problem, research and act in situ. It has been formed by 
volunteers of activists, urban planners, designers, architects and scholars in order to 
stop the gentrification project of the Fatih Municipality among Sulukule 
neighborhood. As a consequence of the implementation of urban renewal policies, 
the municipality has started evicting hundreds of people out of their homes. 
Accordingly, the tenants are relocated to Taşoluk, 40 km away from the where they 
once habited (Url-8). 
This interdisciplinary team including around 30 professionals and academicians, 
calling themselves STOP (Turkish abbreviation for “No Frontiers Autonomous 
Planners”) has been working on “Sulukule Local Development Plan” and presented 
their project to the public and the Fatih Municipality. STOP considered all analyses 
and proposals of the municipality together with the civil and academic local and 
international studies. These studies brought about an alternative with a different 
approach that conserves the historical pattern while keeping the local community in 
the neighborhood without making those victims, providing social and economic 
development and targeting a better building stock. By doing these, STOP argues that 
Sulukule may be regenerated together with its existing community. (Figure 4.14)  
 
Figure 4.14 : Proposals by STOP and Destroy in the District (Url-8) 
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BostanA: 
BostanA Alternatif Proje Girişimi (BostanA Alternative Project Initiative) is another 
initiative by group of architects; Boğaçhan Dündaralp, Tülay Atabey Onat, Berna 
Dündaralp, Lale Ceylan. Initiative aims to produce an alternative project for the 
neighborhood garden that is been developed with a new architectural project and to 
draw attention for the top down decision. The project proposes various activities; 
recreational, educational and commercial for the green area that concerns the locals‟ 
basic needs and it also proposes lightweight architectural solutions for the 
implementation. The group in this way announces themselves as catalysts that are the 
social actors for the neighborhood (Url-9). (Figure 4.15)  
 
Figure 4.15 : BostanA Alternative Project Initiative (Url-9) 
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Made in Şişhane: 
It is an proactive project of designers; Aslı Kıyak İngin and Teike Tessel-Asselbergs 
Aşcıoğlu, that aims to pair Turkish master craftspeople to contemporary designers 
(Figure 4.16). The Made in Şişhane project tries to get a better understanding of the 
networks in Şişhane which is situated in the historical center and hosting various 
craftsmen atelier.  
   
Figure 4.16 : Made in Şişhane (Url-10) 
Because of its profitable location municipality and investors are considering to 
renovate the district with high-end residents and commercial activities. The 
movement in the district is generally perceived as a chaos, but is in fact a sign of an 
important and a meaningful communication and production network. The project 
plans to enrich the production network with the participation of contemporary 
designers, artists and architects. Thus creative people become mediators to evaluate 
the possibilities for sustainable future developments and give testament to its 
intangible heritage. Instead of renovating, gentrification of the district project aims to 
bring the district it under the light with the hand of contemporary designers‟ touch. In 
this regard this social initiative organized international workshops in the district, 
meeting designers from Europe and local craftsmen in the district and tried to create 
productive joint venture; crafts and design. The initiative also organized an  
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exhibition and seminar, presenting the hidden resources of the creativity in the 
district and attracted attention into the capabilities of the district (Url-10). 
DDRLP: 
Boğaçhan Dündaralp, architect and the owner of DDRLP which is an architectural 
office, challenges the urban situation with the tool of architecture. Providing critical 
questions accordingly producing provocative designs he poses a different approach 
towards the top-down decision making system of the megacity. “Urban Annex”, the 
project of DDRLP, is a proposal of dwelling for migrant shipyard workers in Tuzla, 
Istanbul (Figure 4.17). The project is both an urban and architectural solution for the 
housing problem of shipyard workers who are mostly migrated from different 
regions of Turkey, and who live currently in “bachelor flats”, which have very poor 
conditions (hardly a toilet, no bathroom, a mattress on the floor). They do not have 
any place to socialize after working hours. The workers have been forced to work 
overtime in fatally insecure working conditions, which often result in accidents or 
deaths. The project is searching the possible ways to solve the urban adaptation 
problems of the workers in the Tuzla shipyard who have poor living conditions. The 
approach takes into consideration dwelling rights and also the lagoon which is about 
to be lost due to urban policies (Url-11). 
 
Figure 4.17 : Urban Annex (Url-11) 
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Another project of DDRLP, “Urbanecopolis”, interprets the Istanbul‟s rapid 
urbanization with in ecological sustainability approach and focuses on a new urban 
landscape in response to the future ecological concerns of the cities. This research 
project proposes a symbiotic life model articulating the different urban layers of 
building programs in the city which are stacked upon each other independently in 
different time frames. As different layers of the city come together randomly by time, 
Urbanecopolis accommodates various layers in its program and offers a new way of 
living for the megacities (Figure 4.18) (Url-11).  
 
Figure 4.18 : Urbanecopolis (Url-11) 
Superpool: 
This is an architectural firm which also deals the informal dynamics of Istanbul. 
Their “Dolmuş and Minibüs Map” project approaches informality with another 
aspect; formalizing and documenting it. As well known fact the Dolmuş and Minibüs 
transportation system is a flexible and informal method of moving people around 
Istanbul.  To date no complete map of this extensive system has been made 
accessible to the general public.  The „Dolmuş and Minibüs Map‟ examines five 
central nodes of Istanbul and visualizes a partial overview of the routes through 
many distinct neighborhoods of the city. Much controversy exists in regard to the  
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Dolmuş and Minibüs network which represents the improvisational character of 
Istanbul; despite that the city has a lot of urban problems; it also offers many 
ingenious solutions. They documented this seemingly ungraspable system and 
visualized it as a layer of contemporary Istanbul (Figure 4.19) (Url-12).   
 
Figure 4.19 : Dolmuş and Minibüs Map (Url-12) 
Imkanmekan: 
This is another collective that holds critical activism approach via workshops, 
proposals and guerilla designs. Imkanmekan activities aim to contribute to public 
space design practice and to increase quality of life in the urbanized areas by small-
scale interventions. It was founded by a group of architects, designers and scholars 
with the aim to form a database for public space related design projects, to organize 
design workshops and to form a discussion platform related to public space. Design 
for the public spaces in Istanbul is not transparent in terms of design and application 
process and also not open to discussion or criticism. Taking these problems as a point  
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of departure, this collective is researching and experimenting on alternative design 
and application processes, bringing the design for public space issues into the 
mainstream agenda and looking for ways to put the user perspective into commonly 
used areas. Imkanmekan organizes workshops involving architects, designers and 
scholars from any age and experience and tries to find ways of realizing of the 
outcomes of these researches. These design workshops also include discussions of 
how these small-scale interventions and design work would make an impact on a 
larger scale. Imkanmekan aims to disseminate these ideas and also execute some of 
these ideas with the contribution of designers and local actors (municipalities, NGOs 
etc.).  
Thus Eatable Garden is guerilla gardening project of Imkanmekan organizing one 
day event of seed bombing. This Eatable Garden Project of the collective aims to 
bring new spatializations for the city. After preparation of the seed bundles with 
specific vegetable and fruits, designers buried these seeds on the selected green area 
(Figure 4.20) (Url-13). 
 
Figure 4.20 : Eatable Garden (Url-13) 
Seed Karaköy was shaped by the physical conditions of the space in front of Karaköy 
Port by Imkanmekan members. Knowing the problematic site of the public space in 
front of the port, group started the design with a series of discussions and 
observations. Central to the project is the idea of creating temporary mobile modules 
which would be used to assess demands nedds and user tendencies. These modules 
used as a research tool, were planned to assess the needs of the locals.(Figure 4.21) 
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×  
Figure 4.21 : Seed Karaköy (Url-13) 
SO? : 
It is a design and research based team practicing contemporary architecture and 
urbanism founded in 2006 by Sevince Bayrak and Oral Göktaş. By questioning, 
analyzing and proposing urban issues not only in Istanbul but also in different parts 
of the world, SO? works on various projects in various scales. The team involves 
urbanists, landscape architects, researchers, internet journalists depending on the 
project type.  
 
Figure 4.22 : (Tube)ology (Url-14) 
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In one of their projects, SO? has proposed a public space design in one of the 
forgotten shipyards of Istanbul. Proposal suggests usage of the tubes as stage, 
lighting and shelter that are left behind on the shipyard as infrastructure for the social 
activities (Url-14). (Figure 4.22) 
×  
Figure 4.23 : NATURBAN (Url-14) 
Naturban is another proactive urban scenario, which designed to be a research project 
for the illegal settlements that is growing to the north of the city where it is densely 
woodland. The group is trying to understand the future impact of the illegal 
settlement to the forest, which is cut by a highway from the woodland. Besides, they 
are offering a new design in order to stop agglomeration towards the forest and to be 
able to get the benefit of the forest for the inhabitants of the settlement. Group was 
involved this project by means of Urban Age program research program. (Figure 
4.23) 
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5.  CONCLUSION 
As the new century has brought the attention towards agglomeration in the 
megacities, it is clear that the 21
st
 century will be an urban century. The much of the 
urbanization will take place in the rapid developing countries, especially in the 
megacities which are already defined as places of hyper-growth. Recently theorists 
that discuss this urban era, depict that there is ecology of globalization (Alsayyad & 
Roy, 2006) which is essentially a hierarchy among cities. These megacities of the 
world are categorized in a western classification of World Cities, Global Cities, 
Network Cities and so on. However, the urban condition of the megacities which are 
developing  rapidly especially from Third World Countries have almost nothing 
common of the urban condition that of First World cities as Sassen described as 
Global Cities (Sassen, 2001). In fact in the megacities of Third World Cities, which 
are rapidly developing and growing cities with no proper planning and coordination 
of urban life, the most visible characteristics, is the informal way of living.  
Informality was, in the beginning of the 1980s, a very popular topic among scholars, 
focused on the economic dimension of emergences but rarely touched the social, 
cultural and spatial issues. Moreover, the initial interest for the topic seemed to have 
rather disappeared after the times of ongoing globalization. Thus, the urban theory is 
shifting towards a new era to comprehend the urbanization of these urban 
environments, which is called as Third World City Urbanization (Roy, 2005) which 
is an informal developmentalism in urbanization. Understanding the urban 
informality therefore, plays a crucial role in grasping the urban dynamics of these 
rapid developing megacities.  
Informal City, which is composed of dense informality in any urban layer, proposes a 
complex urban setting. On the other hand in the Informal Cities, informality is not 
the only aspect of urban life yet it blends into formal life of the urban, offering a 
particular hybrid urban aura. According to urban theorists, the term of Urban 
Informality is defined as social activism, in the sense of city and architecture is 
nothing but an agent of autonomous governing or sovereignty. Especially the Latin  
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American cities have significant cases of such examples of self-governed and 
sovereign social activism. Therefore, main characteristics of these settlements are 
self-organization, spontaneity and unpredictability.  
In addition to informal way of living, with the agglomeration the process of decision-
making is almost impossible in these rapid developing cities. The urban informality 
offers a new way of handling urban and architectural issues from the scale of 
everyday life to practicing as professional. The causality of the informal cities, in 
other words the dynamics of self-help living in these settings are tremendously 
altering the approach of the architects and urban theorists. The question of who does 
the city serves is amplifying another spatial analyze aspect of the city according to 
the tests with the tool of legitimacy, equity and citizenship.  Until now, contributions 
feature similar problems as the pioneer works and remain mostly descriptive and do 
not analyze or try to understand the dynamics. For this reason, the purpose of this 
research is to narrow the study which is in a vast research field, to the level of 
comprehending and displaying the hidden nature of informality and urban life as 
emergences, creativity and architecture. 
Tracing urban informality and recent architectural practices lead to grasping the 
contemporary urban debates among the rapid developing megacities. Regarding the 
recent architectural practices and theories of the world, the attention is drawn into 
various concepts as; participatory design, activism, architecture as an agent, social 
architecture, etc. Despite the number of variety of the contemporary approaches in 
design professionals in these particular informal settings, the main idea remains 
same; research-based guerilla design for any informality.  
As the case study of Istanbul, the research is focused on grasping the reflections of 
the spatial informality both on the urban life and on the architectural design 
knowledge. The initial question of the case study is originated on the assumption, 
which implies informality as a way of living in the particular cities triggers the 
customary way of practicing architecture and alters to new approaches towards the 
built environment, urban strata and cultural life, so it does also for the architects in 
Istanbul. In the pursuit of grasping the urban condition of Istanbul, it is then crucial 
understanding its dynamics and tracing the urban informality. As a Self-Service city, 
the streets of Istanbul are an active urban laboratory for any kind of self-help 
informalizations, classified under; network and spatial informality.  
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Everyday activities and solutions turn into a small-scale applications or realizations 
of the specific need of the ordinary urbanite. As every informal city has their own 
urban informality database, Istanbul offers a vast number of those and this research is 
undertaken in order to reveal this notion of creative urban database of urban 
informality.  
This urban laboratory offers a database for the design professionals but in the same 
time this particular urban aura drifts the practices and creativity in a certain way 
because of its vivid, active and complex urban dynamics. In the case study, districts 
that are reflecting the unique identity of this hybrid and also fragmented urban 
condition of Istanbul are selected in order to make the spatial survey; Çukurcuma, 
Fener-Balat, Tahtakale and Kadıköy. Every district has their own identity, specific 
built environment and way of living thus spatial informalities differ from one and 
other. While Tahtakale offers a heavily commercial urban dynamics and 
spatializations accordingly differ in Kadıköy mainly residential relatively more 
formal but still informal way of living is pervasive among the streets, residents and 
shops. The tracing of these partly in-visible spatializations of informality leads the 
research to reveal the particular urban setting for the design professionals to practice 
particularly. 
Recent year not only the architects and urbanists in all over the world but also in 
Istanbul, have shown their professional interest in understanding these dynamics and 
producing alternative way o approaching them. The design professionals in Istanbul 
are pursuing similar concepts with those in the worldwide, targeting the proactive 
approach in the architectural productions for the city. Since Istanbul is composed of 
complex dynamics in its urban strata, practicing especially as architects, urbanists 
and designers introduces several notions of contradictions and frictions. Today in the 
context of Istanbul the urban condition draws the practice and the theory of the urban 
and architectural practice to the new approaches; to act in the city refers to being 
activist, catalyzer and proactive in the same way of an ordinary citizen acting with 
self-organization the Informal city. 
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APPENDIX A.1  
 
Istanbul with its 15 million population (in the metropolitan region) plays a key role 
for Turkey; 60 per cent of Turkey‟s total trade goes through Istanbul, 50 per cent 
higher productivity than the national average and  with 1.000 per cent of population 
increase since 1950 it is the highest of the 78 cities in OECD (Url-7). But 
nevertheless it should be noted that the city suffers from major problems such as 
unemployment; 11.2 per cent rate of unemployment in 2008, informal economical 
sector; 30 per cent of the population works informally, congested urban area without 
proper planning; 75 per cent of the buildings are informal and of course with lowest 
healthy and protected setting; 44 per cent of the population is concerned about crime 
and Istanbul has 6.4 m² of green space per person in the province and 1 m² of green 
space per person within the central built-up area, compared to Mumbai‟s 2 m², 
London‟s 26.9 m² and Stockholm‟s 87.5 m² (Url-7).  
In this appendix A.1, in order to understand the dynamics of the city in the global 
perspective, Istanbul will be compared to those cities selected in Urban Age using 
the indicators of; population, density and public transportation. In addition, the 
spatial complexity of Istanbul will be exhibited by means of displaying its diverse 
urban patterns. 
Population: 
As compared to developed cities like Berlin, London New York; Istanbul has a rapid 
increase in the population with Shanghai, Mumbai and Sao Paulo (Figure A.1). 
Today Istanbul has 15 million habitants in the metropolitan area but estimated to be 
25 million in 2030‟s. In this context Istanbul is racing with Mumbai and Shanghai 
with its malicious and fast urbanization.  
Density: 
Regarding the metropolitan area and population, overall residential densities are also 
notable in understanding the spatial character of Istanbul. In Istanbul, density levels 
are high, particularly when compared to other European cities: 68,602 people/km²  
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peak density; 20,116 people/km² central area density; Berlin has 21,700 people/km², 
London 17,200 people/km². Highest density belongs to Mumbai 101,066 people/km² 
followed by Shanghai 96,200 people/km², New York 53,000 people/km², Mexico 
City 48,300 people/km² .  
 
Figure A.1 : Population Growth (Url-7) 
Public Transportation: 
The cities selected for Urban Age Survey offer varying levels of transport 
infrastructure. It is a well-known fact that transport infrastructure is a critical 
operator of urban form, enabling centralization of economic functions and the 
accommodation of a growing population along highways, metropolitan rail network 
and bus routes. Where public transport infrastructure doesn‟t exist, motorways 
dominate, usually resulting in more sprawling forms of development and congestion 
as private car use persistently runs ahead of road building.  
If we consider metro as the fastest and most pervasive transportation model for the 
city users in order to reach urban facilities, the system length of metro will be very 
indicative for the urban dynamics. The survey shows that the most extensive metro 
systems have been put in place in London, New York and Berlin, while Istanbul, São 
Paulo and Shanghai have the smallest public transport network of the nine cities 
under investigation, leaving many areas without any access to either rail or metro. 
Istanbul has 32 km. system length in metro, where other most populated cities like 
New York, London, Mexico City and Shanghai has consecutively 392 km., 367 km.,  
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187 km. and 152 km. The situation in the other dense populated cities situated in 
global south is similar; Johannesburg and Mumbai do not have metro system and Sao 
Paulo has 92 km. length (Figure A.2).  
 
Figure A.2 : Public Transportation (Url-7) 
In the absence of public transport system, city users substitute it with other 
transportation models like cycling, walking or informal transport. In Istanbul despite 
of the poor public transportation, reaching to the other sides of the city is relatively 
easy. Informal transport is very well diffused around the city; dolmuş, minibüs, 
korsan taksi, motor are the transportation systems. But in some other cities, even 
where there is a good metro system like that of Mexico City‟s, informal transport by 
mini-bus often dominates, reflecting a mismatch between commuting patterns and 
infrastructure as well as the relatively high cost of public transport (Url-7). 
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Spatial Complexity: 
For more than two thousand years, Istanbul has developed and re-developed itself, 
creating a city of multiple layers, which are sometimes complementary and 
sometimes dissonant in response to its dramatic slopes and varied terrain along both 
side of the Bosphorus Straits. The layout of streets, buildings and spaces form the 
spatial formula of urban growth, the patterns through which city grow. These spatial 
arrangements are critical to the livability of cities, to the quality of life that they can 
offer their residents, to the density that they can accommodate, and to their flexibility 
in adapting to change and growth. While the population increase, creating a city of 
new urban pattern, new densities and new urban geographies. Rapid urbanization 
brought with it the challenge of combining integrated planning with a careful 
consideration of both the city‟s traditional delicate urban grain and the natural 
resources that have been supplying the city throughout its long history, including its 
busy waterways (Url-7).  
The construction of two bridges over the Bosphorus provided an opportunity to 
further integrate the two continents, but also allowed for an exceptional intensity of 
residential development – both informal and formal. Istanbul also has a unique 
topographical setting; dramatic slopes and complexity of its terrain also enables 
diverse spatial typologies.  
More than many other global cities, Istanbul is a city of extreme typological 
variation; grid, organic, complex, as can be seen in the aerial photographs below. The 
images shows the complexity of some of these challenges by depicting interweaving 
but varied urban typologies (informal settlements and gated communities) with the 
city‟s vital natural resources, historical monuments and green spaces. In some areas a 
regular street grid layout dominates in the district, Yeşilköy, where there is a 
widespread strong sense of neighborhood community. Tarlabaşı offers a much more 
complex spatial picture; formerly the heart of historical district, it was cut off from 
its surroundings in Beyoğlu by the creation of the major Tarlabaşı Boulevard in 
1980s.  
Many of the newer typologies of high-end luxury houses and gated communities 
started spreading on the hills immediately behind the well conserved Bosphorus 
shores. New residences such as the ones in the hills of Zekeriyaköy provide a higher 
quality of life for those with the means to commute between work and home.  
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Figure A.3 : Selected sites from Istanbul 
Gecekondu settlements (informal housing) sprouted in large parts of the city, many 
near the water supply sites, such as Sultanbeyli district on the Anatolian side. Once 
newly informal housing settlements are now situated in the city center because of the 
rapid urbanization through the periphery thus its land rate is revaluated, Ümraniye 
now offers its informal layout to the new construction projects. Another district 
which has the same fate; Oto Sanayi, is situated adjacent to the newly designated 
business area of skyscrapers; Maslak. Oto Sanayi is habitually used by small 
industrial manufacturers and still hosts considerable number of these activities. 
Whereas Maslak describes, namely Manhattan of the city, different realities; 
imported globalized lifestyles and extreme land values. The city of Istanbul 
embodies diverse urban patterns and lifestyles as listed above, creating its own  
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unique nature. This nature enables any kind of applications and realizations with no 
strategic urban planning (Figure A.3). 
Overall Comparison: 
Behind the statistics of these selected global cities growth lie very different patterns 
of urbanization, with diverse spatial, social and economic characteristics that 
dramatically affect the urban experience in cities around the world and in addition to 
standard measures of population growth and density, economic weight and transport 
use, the Urban Age City Survey has assembled data from a range of official sources 
on energy consumption to global CO² emissions, allowing a preliminary assessment 
of how these nine world cities compare to each other on key performance indicators. 
According to Urban Age City Survey the overall comparison is shown with a graphic 
summary (Figure A.4). The graphic of these results offers some unusual differences, 
especially when it comes to their speed of growth. While São Paulo has grown nearly 
8000 % since 1900, Mexico City 4500 %, Mumbai 2000%, Istanbul 1300% while 
London by only 16 % and 59%. It is Mumbai that is now growing the fastest of the 
nine with 47 new people expected to move into the city each hour by 2025 but 
Istanbul is the fourth of the nine cities with 14 new people. London, instead, will 
only gain 1 person per hour and Berlin will remain static. Patterns of habitation also 
differ significantly. The high residential densities of New York‟s Manhattan; 53.000 
people per km² are nearly doubled in Shanghai; 96.000 people per km² and Mumbai, 
where, despite the fact that most people live in low-rise structures, residential 
densities reach over 100.000 people per km² and Istanbul is in the third rank with the 
68.600 people per km². 
These findings are paralleled by the level of income inequality indicated by the GINI 
index – a measure of income distribution with a higher number representing greater 
inequality – in each of these cities: Johannesburg, São Paulo, Mexico City  and 
Istanbul are the most unequal cities, followed closely by New York, with London 
being the most equitable. Despite the fact that Istanbul‟s per capita income is less 
than a fourth of New Yorkers‟ (US$ 12.856 versus US$ 55.693), residents of 
Istanbul own nearly as many cars (138 per 1,000 people versus 209) and the metro 
tickets in Istanbul are just half of those in New York (US$ 1 versus US$ 2.3).  All 
cities, except for Berlin, carry above their weight in terms of the economy. Istanbul, 
with 17.8 per cent of the national population, contributes 22 per cent of Turkey‟s  
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GDP, while Mexico City‟s 8.4 per cent drives Mexico‟s economy with 21.5 per cent 
of national GDP. In New York City the figures comprise a smaller share: the city 
delivers only 3.3 per cent of the United States‟ GDP while hosting 2.8 per cent of the 
nation‟s population.  
 
Figure A.4 : Overall Comparison of the Cities (Url-7) 
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APPENDIX A.2  
 
Interview 1: Boğaçhan Dündaralp – DDRLP 
   
1. Güncel mimarlık kavramları ve pratikleri içinde mimari yaklaşımınızı nerede 
konumlandırıyorsunuz? Ofisinizin işleri göz önüne alındığında nasıl bir 
üretim modeline sahip olduğunuzu düşünüyorsunuz?  
Mimar olarak konumlanma halimin belirleyicisi genelde;  “üretim bağlamını 
belirleyen tüm ilişkiler içinde „mimar‟ olarak nerede ve nasıl konumlanmalıyım ?”  
sorusu olduğu için,  dışarıdan bakıldığında çoğu kez  üretim modelleri üzerinden 
kavranması zor bir pozisyona sahip olabilirim.  
Konvansiyonel proje üreten stereotipik mimar profilinin üretim sınırlarının; karşı 
karşıya kaldığımız durumların çeşitliliği ve bu durumların özgün koşullarının açığa 
çıkartılması sonrasında  “mesleki hizmet alanı”nı genişlettiğini düşünüyorum.  
Dolayısı ile sadece mimarlık alanı ile sınırlı kalmayan, farklı zaman dilimlerine ait 
geniş bir kavram-pratik ilişkisini tarayan alandan beslenip, düşünmek, tartışmak 
zorunda kalacağınız bir pozisyona doğru çekiliyorsunuz. 
Bu anlamda üretimlerimiz de yapılagelen, denenmiş, sınanmış risk almayan, 
sonuçları daha öngörülebilir mimarlık üretimlerine göre daha çok tartışmaya kendini 
açan, sınanmaya, denenmeye açık, sonuçlarının yaşandıkça, tartışıldıkça görüneceği 
“mimarlıklar” olarak tarif edilebilir.   
2. Bugün içinde bulunduğumuz, çeşitli aktörlerin elinde şekillenen kent 
bağlamında mimarlık üretimi nasıl yapılmaktadır?  
Özellikle İstanbul gibi dinamik yapılardaki çok kültürlü, hele son dönemlerdeki 
neoliberal politakaların katalizörlüğünde devinen kent bağlamı; mimarların henüz 
kendilerine atfedilen indirgenmiş mesleki rolleri dışında yeni roller üretebilme 
potansiyeli üreten alanlar açmış gibi görünüyor. Fakat bu alanlardan 
gözlemlediğimiz  üretimler; İstanbul üzerinden konuşursak,  yok denecek az biçimde 
zaman zaman „olay‟ bazında beliren sürekliliği olmayan girişimler olarak 
gözlemleniyor. Bunun nedenini hem ölçek olarak çok değişken hem de birikitirilmiş 
bilgi  ya da düzenlenmiş veriler olmadan çok hızlı  dönüşen kentsel durumların;   
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„mimarlar‟ı verili olan duruma mahkum, onu pek de yorumlama imkanı olmadan, 
albenisi yüksek  binalar üreten ne kadarının gerçekten mimarlık üretimi olduğu 
tartışılır, „tasarım‟cı alanına sıkıştırdığını „pratik‟ dünyaya bakarak söyleyebiliriz.  
Bugüne kadar içinde yer aldığımız mimarlık ortamı zaten bu “rol”ü  çok sorgulama 
gereği de duymadı. Ancak mimarlık üretiminin bugün karşılaştığı durumlar 
düşünülünce;  „yeni‟ durumlara, „eski-bildik‟ yanıtların üretilmesi ile sonuçlanan 
hızlı bina üretimine bakarak hem bu‟ rol‟ü hem de „yapı üretim süreçlerini‟ neden 
yeniden sorgulamamız gerektiği daha açık görünüyor. 
3. Çağdaş mimari akımları da düşününce mimari söylem ve üretim pratikleri ne 
noktaya gelmiştir?  
Mimarlık bilgi alanının „özerk‟  bir  doğasının olmaması,  onun maruz kaldığı her tür 
alanın bilgisini kendi içinden yeniden tanımlama çabası içermesi,  üretim ilişkileri  
ile  iç içe olma zorunluluğu, bugünün enformasyon dünyasında  farklı zaman kesitleri 
ile birlikte eş zamanlı pek çok  konuyu kendi gündeminde çoğaltmış görünüyor.  Bu 
„çoğaltma‟, bir „çokluk‟  sürekli bir dolaşım ağı içinde, az önce bahsettiğim nedenler 
ile yeni paradigmalar, taze bakışlar, „alternatif ‟lerini arar nitelikte görünüyor...       
4. Günümüzün küreselleşen kent İstanbul‟ un hangi koşullarda ve nasıl bir 
kapsama sahip mimarlığa ihtiyaç duyduğunu düşünüyorsunuz? Sizce 
mimarlar gelecekte nasıl bir konuma sahip olacak? 
Bir taraftan üretimini özgün „Bağlam‟ların koşulları üzerinden düşünen diğer taraftan 
da kentteki oluş hallerinin farklı ölçeklerdeki davranış biçimlerini biribirleriyle 
ilişkilerini anlamaya çalışan biri olarak;  idealize edilebilecek bir „model‟ ya da 
„yaklaşım‟ın olamayacağını düşünüyorum. Öngörülebilir olamayacağı gibi sağlıklı 
da görmüyorum... Ancak kendi adıma söyleyebilirim ki:  Bu ortamda mimarlığı; 
çoğalma ve çoğaltmanın sağladığı imkanlarla, ona katkıda bulunacak, öngörülerle 
sınırlı potansiyellerin ya da arzu uyandıracak, baştan çıkaracak tasarımların peşine 
düşmek, deterministik olmak yerine öngörülemez  „istisnaların‟ üreyebileceği, 
sınanabileceği, tetikleyici imalar içeren ortamlar; mimarı da bu ortamların katalizörü 
olarak görmek beni oldukça heyecanlandırıyor... 
5. Kentin gündelik yaşam ve üretim pratikleriyle mimarın ve mimari üretimin 
karşılıklı ilişkisi hakkında ne düşünüyorsunuz? Sizce bu iki realitenin 
kesiştiği alanlar var mıdır? 
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Bz ne kadar üretimlerimizin  bu iki realitenin kesişiminden beslendiğini, ürediğini  
iddia edelim; bu ikisinin birbirinden bağımsız „oluş‟lar, „süreç‟ler olduğunu kabul 
etmemiz gerektiğini düşünüyorum. Bu ikisinin birbirine dönük niyetleri olduğundan 
bahsedebiliriz; ancak bu niyetlerin kesişimi çıplak gözle görünür bir durum 
olmasının ötesinde zaman içinde açığa çıkan, duyumsanan, deneyimlenen şeyler...  
İstanbul‟un enformel dinamiklere sahip olması bir mimar veya tasarımcı açısından 
nasıl bir üretim ortamı yaratmaktadır? 
Kent ilişki-ilişkilenme formları üreten bir yapı. Son dönemde kentin bu yapısı biz 
mimarlar için yeni bir öğrenme modeli sunduğuna inanıyorum. Benim öğrencilik 
yıllarında aldığım modernist eğitimin deterministik  „program‟ anlayışının kent 
mekanında işlemediğini görmek, kentlinin kendiliğindenlik içinde farklı kullnım 
biçimlerini gözlemlemek, bizim „program‟ dediğimiz şeyi sorgulamamıza imkan 
veriyor. Bu anlamda kent mekanı, makro ölçekte anlama çabalarından öte, „deneme‟ 
ye çağıran, yeni ilişki biçimlerini açığa çıkaracak  pek çok imkanı deney alanı, mikro 
ölçekteki hareketlerin kenti nasıl dönüştürebildiğini gösteren bir ortam sunuyor. 
6. Dünyada ofis modeli, söylemi veya ürettiği projeler bağlamında takip 
ettiğiniz gruplar hangileridir? 
Ofis modeli olarak İşleyiş ve çalışma anlamında pek takip ettiğim bir ofis olmamakla 
birlikte, Atelier Bow-wow, Alejandro Aravena, Teddy Cruz, Urban Think Thank 
Architecture, Eyal Weizman, Mapoffice, Stealth Architecture, Stalker, Kazuyo 
Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa gibi isimlerin üretimlerini ilgiyle izliyorum... 
 
Interview 2: Murat Cemal Yalçıntan (MCY), Erbatur Çavuşoğlu (EÇ) – STOP 
 
1. Güncel mimarlık kavramları ve pratikleri içinde mimari yaklaşımınızı nerede 
konumlandırıyorsunuz? Ofisinizin işleri göz önüne alındığında nasıl bir 
üretim modeline sahip olduğunuzu düşünüyorsunuz?  
 
MCY - Bir mimar değilim ancak bir şehirci olarak toplumcu, demokratik ve adil bir 
şehircilik anlayışını savunuyorum. Mimarlıkta da bu değerleri önemseyen mimari 
anlayışları önemli buluyorum. 
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EÇ - Parçası olduğum gönüllü çalışmalar yapan sivil inisiyatifin planlama/tasarım 
yaklaşımı toplumcu olarak adlandırılabilir. Üretim süreci doğrudan yerel 
halk/kullanıcı ile birlikte tasarlandığından organik üretim demek mümkün 
sanıyorum. 
2. Bugün içinde bulunduğumuz, çeşitli aktörlerin elinde şekillenen kent 
bağlamında mimarlık üretimi nasıl yapılmaktadır?  
MCY - Mimarlık üretiminin işveren ile mimar arasına sıkıştığını düşünüyorum. Bir 
tarafta yatırımına maksimumum geri dönüş isteyen işveren –ki bu devlet de olabilir, 
bir tarafta ise mimarlık mesleğini bu maksimum geri dönüş üzerinden ve yalnızca 
kendi yaratıcı gücü ile sağlayabileceğini düşünen, kendisini toplumdan, toplumsal 
gerçeklikten ve gelecekten soyutlamış bir mimar var. Bunun bir sıkışıklığa karşılık 
geldiğini ve bir açılımın acil ihtiyaç olduğunu düşünüyorum. 
EÇ - Yaygın üretim anlayışı piyasa koşullarına uygun ve ihtiyaçtan çok rant, moda 
ve akımların şekillendirdiği bir anlayış, biz mümkün olduğunca bunun dışında 
kalmaya çalışıyruz. 
 
3. Çağdaş mimari akımları da düşününce mimari söylem ve üretim pratikleri ne 
noktaya gelmiştir?  
EÇ - Mimari söylemin gelişkin ve entelektüel düzeyine üretimin eriştiğini 
düşünmüyorum, üretim çoğunlukla birbirini tekrar eder nitelikte… 
4. Günümüzün küreselleşen kent İstanbul‟ un hangi koşullarda ve nasıl bir 
kapsama sahip mimarlığa ihtiyaç duyduğunu düşünüyorsunuz? Sizce 
mimarlar gelecekte nasıl bir konuma sahip olacak? 
MCY - Öncelikle küreselleşme söyleminin her konuyu ve alanı dönüştürme gücü 
olmaması gerektiğini düşünüyorum. Bu şekilde konuların ve alanların büzüldüğünü, 
çaresizlik içerisinde tek akla yöneldiklerini gözleüyorum. Bu da sakıncalı bir durum.  
İlla yanıtlayacaksak şöyle yanıtlamalıyız: Sorunun yanıtı küreselleşmenin nasıl 
gerçekleşmekte olduğu ile yakından ilişkili. Sermayenin hareket gücünün artması ve 
devletin etkisinin azalması ile açıklanan küreselleşme süreçleri İstanbul için tam da 
devlet öncülüğünde gerçekleşiyor. Dolayısıyla küreselleşme devlet ideolojisi haline  
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gelmiş durumda. Yani sermayenin gücünden daha keskin bir güçten bahsediyoruz. 
Mimarın bu çerçevede alanı çok dar.  
Ancak küreselleşmenin başka bir okumasını yaparak düşünmeye başlamak mümkün. 
Yani küreselleşmeyi devletin ve sermayenin ellerinden alıp bir toplumsal hareket 
haline getirmek, merkezine karlılığı değil demokrasiyi, adaleti, genel olarak toplumu 
koymaktan bahsediyorum. Mimar ve şehircinin bu çerçevede yapabileceklerinin 
düşünülenden çok daha fazla olduğuna inanıyorum çünkü küreselleşmenin nasıl 
gerçekleşeceği kentlerin nasıl yeniden oluştuğu ile yakından ilişkili. Bu çerçevede 
yapılması gereken ilk iş her tasarım ve planlama sürecinin siyasal bir karar alma 
sürecine çevrilmesini sağlayacak mekanizmaları oluşturmak, yani yeni kamusal 
alanlar (mekansal anlamda değil) oluşturmak… 
EÇ - Tüm küreselleşen kentler gibi İstanbul‟un da çok farklı yüzleri, çok farklı 
toplum kesimleri var. Mimarlık hizmeti tüm kesimlerin gereksinimine yönelik 
olmalı. Gelecekte, mimarlık hizmetlerinin de uluslararasılaşıp, küreselleşeceğini, 
mimarlık alanında rekabetin artacağını, daha çok yaratıcılığa ihtiyaç duyulacağını 
düşünüyorum. 
 
5. Kentin gündelik yaşam ve üretim pratikleriyle mimarın ve mimari üretimin 
karşılıklı ilişkisi hakkında ne düşünüyorsunuz? Sizce bu iki realitenin 
kesiştiği alanlar var mıdır? 
MCY - Devletin ve sermayenin belirlediği bir mimarlık alanının gündelik yaşamla 
ilişkisi doğal olarak kopuyor ve kent küresel olanın, zengin olanın sınırları 
çerçevesinde yeniden kuruluyor. Rezidansların, kapalı sitelerin ve gökdelen ağırlıklı 
ofis kullanımlarının hızlı artışı bununla ilgili. Oysa gündelik hayata ve üretim 
süreçlerine baktığımızda, bu yeni kentleşme biçiminin toplumsal gerçekliğe ve 
üretim süreçlerine uymadığını, bunun ekonomik ve toplumsal rasyonel açısından 
kapitalizm içerisinde bile bir sınırının olması gerektiğini, bu sınırın önceden 
görülmemesi halinde ciddi bir krize gebe olduğumuzu görüyoruz. Düzenleme 
kuramının açıklamasına göre birikim rejimi ile toplumsalın özellikleri birbirine 
uymuyor. İstanbul büyük bir çoğunluğunu temsil eden kitleye yönelik mimari 
projelerin neredeyse üretilmediğinden bahsediyorum… 
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EÇ - Kentin geneli düşünüldüğünde ikisi arasındaki bağın ve diyaloğun yetersiz 
olduğunu, karşılıklı öğrenilecek şeyler olduğunu düşünüyorum. 
6. İstanbul‟un enformel dinamiklere sahip olması bir mimar veya tasarımcı 
açısından nasıl bir üretim ortamı yaratmaktadır? 
MCY - Bu önemli bir soru ve hemen hemen tatmin edici şekilde tartışılmamış bir 
konuya karşılık geliyor. İstanbul ilk olarak mimara ve şehirciye şunu bas bas 
bağırıyor: “Ben sizin eseriniz değilim! Toplumun dinamikleri beni ben yaptı!” 
Mimar ve şehirci ise bu gerçeği görmemeye direniyor ve son dönemde iyice 
kendisini sermayenin ve devletin ellerine teslim ediyor. Oysa gecekondu bölgeleri ve 
enformel ekonominin yoğun gerçekleştiği alanlar mimar ve şehirci için her türlü 
yaratıcılığa gebe alanlar… o alanlardaki olumlu olumsuz özelliklerin, sorunların, 
risklerin ve potansiyellerin iyi çözümlenmesi, var olan yapıların iyi anlaşılması 
kaydıyla örnek çözümler geliştirilebilir. Benim gözümde star mimarlık da bundan 
ibarettir… 
EÇ - Enformallik doğası gereği yaratıcı ve mücadeleci bir pratiktir. Bu nedenle 
bilinen zorlukları dışında enformalliğin son derece esnek, yaratıcı ve devrimci 
olanakları olduğunu, önemli bir öğrenme alanı olduğunu düşünüyorum. 
 
7. Dünyada ofis modeli, söylemi veya ürettiği projeler bağlamında takip 
ettiğiniz gruplar hangileridir? 
EÇ - İçinde yer aldığım gönüllü grup bir sivil inisiyatif olduğu için daha çok yine 
sivil, gönüllü, aktivist grupların eylem ve söylemleri ile ilgileniyorum. 
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